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Lawrence Riley Wins
Week
38th Harrigan Award
In Oratorical Contest

Kelly Appoints
Committees For

PRICES ARE FIXED

every day, according to the plans
and committees announced exclusively to The Heights today by
Richard M. Kelly, class president.

John F. Graney, '38, East Walpole, was elected president of the
recently formed English Academy
last Tuesday during its regular
weekly meeting in room LlOl at

P. M.
been

ex-

for the past few days, although the academy's policy insists
upon a disinterested spirit among
its members in regard to elections.
He has been an outstanding member in the academy's round table
discussions and is a deep student
pected

of the modern novel.

FRED MOORE, '36

Boston

coleg

Out of the hills of New Hampshire the Big Green of Dartmouth
will skate into the Boston Arena
tonight to cross sticks with Boston
College in what will be the season's

J.F. Graney Heads
New English Academy

DISCUSSES MEXICO

The President and

faculty
of

Junior Week for the Class of
1937, scheduled for the last week of
January, looms as the busiest in
years, with events scheduled for

Graney's election has

Winner of $50 Prize Is
President of Fulton and
Sodality Prefect; Won
Marquette Medal

31 Is Concluding Event

for Last Year's Overtime
Win by Speedy Eagles

Tim Ready, who caused the Dartmouth lads no end of trouble last
year, will again preside in the goal.
Outstanding for Dartmouth are
Junie Allen and Paul Guibord, two
sensational pucksters, who played
magnificent hockey last year and
looked great even in defeat, will
afford plenty of trouble for the
Eagles tonight.

No. 14.

fast Is the First Event

Vengeance
Seeking
Guibord, Allen
Lead Attack,

3

Volume XVI.

"Junior Pic"
to Be Published;
on January
Prom

goal in overtime.

Its

Annual Celebration by
Class to Begin January
26; Communion Break-

GREEN STRONG

line.
Joe Walsh and Jack Burgess will
face the New Hampshire lads for
the second time. Last year the two
lads helped defeat the Big Green
for, while Burgess held off the fivemen attacks of the Hanoverites,
Walsh soloed to score the winning

to

Christmas and Enjoy a Thoroughly Happy New Year.

Junior

Coach Kelley's Team Opens
Season at Arena With
Prospects Brightest in
Recent Hockey History

opener for the Eagles. Both teams
will present veteran lineups with
but one or two exceptions.
The fast skating Dartmouth club
is the same that fell before a whirlwind finish by the Eagles in last
year's overtime. They are anxious
to avenge their defeat and continue
on the victory trail. The Eagles, on
the other hand, will be playing their
first game of a season which, according
indications,
to present
be
one
of
should
the most successful ever.
The Gold starting line will find
Captain Moore at center, flanked by
Peter Murphy and Dick MacDonald.
This line is very fast and aggressive and should be one of the most
evenly balanced in collegiate circles.
The only newcomer to this
line is the Sophomore MacDonald,
who takes the place of last year's
Captain Kiddo Liddell. Dick was
a standout last year as a freshman,
and promises to do a good job in
replacing the clever Liddell. Murphy has been switched to Kiddo's
position, and as he is a clever poke
checker he should help defray the
loss of Liddell. Fred Moore, a
clever play-maker and a regular for
the past two seasons, will pivot the

Extends

Readers Its Sincere Hope
That They Will Pass a Merry

Heights

All students are urged to
assist in furthering the Boston College Bundle Campaign by donating old
clothes, food or money before Monday night. Leave
bundles at the Musical
Clubs' office next to The
Heights office in the basement of the Tower Building.
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&
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James Gerard Reardon, '23,
Succeeds Payson Smith
as State Commissioner
Named by Gov. Curley
NOW AT ADAMS

Well
Is Superintendent
Known B.C. Graduate
of
Schools in Up-state City
A Boston College graduate was
named State Commissioner of Education Wednesday, when Governor
James M. Curley appointed James
G. Reardon, '23, to that position,
succeeding Dr. Payson Smith, who
has held the post for the past
eighteen years.
The appointment of the thirty-six
year old Boston College alumnus

came

as an unexpected

and sudden

move, even to the most knowingpolitical observer. He was indorsed
by the Massachusetts Teachers'
Federation for the position Tuesday
night, and his appointment was apby the executive council,
after Dr. Smith had been proposed
and rejected for renomination Wed-

proved

nesday.

Mr. Reardon was born at Medway, where his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. William H. Reardon, are now
living, and where he prepared at
the public schools for Boston College.

He took his master's degree at
Boston University in 1924, and
studied later at Harvard. He is now
superintendent of Schools at Adams,
having previously held the same position at East Bridgewater for eight
years. He was also an instructor
at East Bridgewater High School,
and served as principal there for
one year.
It is believed that Mr. Reardon
will prove a competent director of
education in Massachusetts, because, in spite of his youth, he has
been considered one of the leading
authorities on school systems in the
state. He has always been a vigorous upholder of the Teachers'
Oath Bill.
Mr. Reardon is married and the
father of four children. His wife
is the former Anita Thorndike,
daughter of the late Judge Herbert
C. Thorndike.

FOR

JHerrp CtjrisitmaS

AND

281 i)app2>
a Communion Breakfast on
Alumnus Wins
26,
the
State's Chief Junior Promenade thewithHotel
Student
the
Very Rev.
Education Post 31,of "Junior
combine
Seven distinct features, starting
with
Sunday, January
at University
Heights and concluding
at
Statler, Friday evening, January
and
concurrent publication
Pictorial,"
a
to
give the members of 1937 an intensive week of social activity in
the opinion of undergraduate ob-

Dr. Supple, Dr. Gillis and
Mr. Killion Judge Contest; Frederick J. Roche
Acts as Chairman

|9ear

Lawrence J. Riley, '36, prominent
Fulton debator and president of the
senior-junior sodality,
won the

TO THE

purse of fifty dollars, the annual
gift of the Rev. John H. Harrigan,

'89, in the annual college oratorical
contest held in the senior assembly
hall last night before the largest
audience to attend this contest
within recent B. C. history.

li. J. Gallagher,
President

servers.

Kelly also announced the cost of
Junior Week to class members.
Juniors will be able to attend six
of the seven events at a cost of
82.50 per couple, and a charge of
86.00 per couple extra will include
the Prom.
These prices, which set a new low
for University Heights, have been
made possible by the Junior Class
officers by the inauguration of a
system of class dues, and those juniors who pay their dues of $1.00
are the only ones eligible for the
above rates, Kelly explained.
The general chairmen for the
week are I. Joseph Vaas and George
A. McDonough. Peter F. Murphy
is Chairman of the Promenade, and
Frederick J. Adelman will handle
the publicity for the week. Assisting Mr. Adelman will be E. John
Stenholm, James E. Nolan and
George V. Bryson.
The events which will constitute

Defends U.S. Latin Academy
Entry in War Progress Cited
by Two
Beauregard
Must Be Guided
Declares Conduct

Meetings of New
Collegiate Organization

Ethical Laws

Declaring that he believed the
United States had justly entered
the World War, Henry G. Beauregard, Fulton debater and editor of
Sub Turn, disagreed with the Rev.
John Haynes Holmes in a discussion of the ethics of war at the
regular meeting of the SeniorJunior Sodality on Tuesday.
Mr. Beauregard stressed the importance of the ethical viewpoint on
Junior Week, their chairmen and war in modern day life, citing the
committees, as announced by the general attitude of student strikes
Class President, are listed below.
against war and the philosophy of
John F. Donelan, an outstanding- a recent Broadway war play as
member of '37 and a leader in col- cases in point.
lege oratory and debating circles,
Points of Peril
has been selected chairman of the
as this play does," said
"Imagine,
Communion Breakfast. The Juniors
Beauregard,
Mr.
"that the mighty
will gather in the chapel of Saint
Mary's Hall for Mass, following power of a great Japanese fleet anAmerican Asiatic
which a breakfast will be served in nihilates the
the senior assembly hall. A list of squadron on the day before a Presiprominent speakers is under con- dent of the United States is inaugurated.
Consider the international
sideration for the occasion.
The committee includes Harold M. repercussions in America, the acCarr. David M. Burke, Edward R. tual launching of counter moves by
Ahearn, John F. Loughlin, John J. our armed forces, the flood of
O'Day and
Monday
'37 expect
college in

James V. Mullaney.
the members of
to make history at the
so far as unique entertainment is concerned. This event
has been named the "Stag Night,"
evening

Junior Week

(Continued

on Page Two)

was also the title of his speech.
Mr. Riley has been an outstandHeld Already
ing student at the college since his
matriculation here four years ago.
Since the last report of the Latin He is a graduate of Boston College
Academy in The Heights, the High School, where he also distinmembers have conducted two well- guished himself as a debater and
attended meetings. Although the speaker.
organization is still only embryonic,
Mr. Riley is circulation manager
it manifests a vigor and enthusiasm of Sub Turri, the senior year book.
that promise a rich and healthy
Judges
development in the near future.
of
the
contest were: Dr.
Judges
according to Mr. Maurice A. Whelton, S.J., academy director.
Edward A. Supple, '03, distinInasmuch as the academy is but guished Boston surgeon; Dr. Fredthree weeks old, arrangements for erick J. Gillis, '16, assistant superits conduct are still somewhat intendent of the Boston public
tentative, especially in the face of school system; and William J. Kilthe approaching holidays.
But lion, '28, prominent young Boston
with the resumption of class in attorney. Dr. Supple won this con1936, the director intends to cast test in 1903 and Mr. Killion was
the program into a definite mould, the victor in 1927.

stressing specific objectives and a
Contestants
clear-cut policy for their attainment.
The contestants and the titles of
their speeches were: Francis E. T.
Cicero at Sight
In the meeting a week ago Sullivan, '38, "From Dust He
Wednesday, the director selected a Came . ."; C. Donald Floyd, '36,
passage from the Verrine Oration "Why Catholic Action"; John F.
'37, "The
Totalitarian
of Cicero to be read at sight. The Donelan,
excerpt dealt with the plunder of Menace"; Mark Dalton, '36, "From
that portion of the long The Fallen Self"; Frederick V. Carpropaganda from the "yellow" press Syracuse,
speech where Cicero contrasts so mody, '37, "The Supreme Court";
of America and the white-hot indigstrikingly the policies of Verres Thomas A. McDonald, '39, "Is A
nation of an injured people.
Gentleman Out Of Date?"; Lawand Marcellus. Some of the mem"The conduct of the President of
bers were a little diffident of their rence J. Riley, '36, "And We Are
the United States and of the people
ability to read unprepared Latin, Idle"; James T. Dunn, '37, "On
in such a case as I have cited above
but their own facility surprised Character."
Sodality
them into confidence. One has only
The chairman of the contest was
(Continued on Page Two)
to try a little sight reading to see Frederick W. Roche, '36, president
how easy it really is, academy of the senior class.

CALENDAR
Today:

"And We Are Idle"
Mr. Riley spoke on the present
political and religious situation in
Mexico, charged the United States
government with being, at least,
partly responsible for conditions
there and concluded with the statement: "And We Are Idle," which

Christmas vacation begins.
Hockey game. Boston Arena. 8.30 P.M.
Boston College vs. Dartmouth College.

Monday, January 6, 1936: Christmas vacation ends
All classes resumed.

.

members learned.
During the course of the translation Mr. Whelton pointed out those
words ill the passage whose roots
had borne the richest fruit in the
genesis of English words. He also
explained some of the many devices
by which our language attempts to
hide its Latin origin.
Latin Academy
(Continued on Page Two)

Orchestra Plays
Boston College orchestra,
under the direction of James Ecker,
presented the following program:
The

Swedish Coronation March, Svenden; Jalousie, Gade; Melody, Charles
G. Dawes; Slavonic Dance, No. 2,
Dvorak-Kreisler; Irish Folk Song,
La Media Nocche, Stoessel; finale,
Victor Herbert selections.
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THE

Playshop May

Prom Chairman

Stage Show in
Boston House
of Dramatic
Requirements
Club's Plans
Still undecided about a theatre,
the Boston College Play Shop will

present its series of one-act plays

last

and the last
Thursday of next month, January
21 and 23, it was announced by the
Rev. Frederick T. McCarten, S.J.,
moderator, yesterday.
Originally it was planned to have
the plays staged in the library auditorium, but because of the lack of
suitable stage equipment, scenery
and lighting facilities, in the college
building, a move to the Repertory
Theatre in Boston has been considered. The Dramatic Society productions in recent years have been
held in that playhouse.
Since the plan of presenting plays
directed and staged by undergraduates is an untried experiment at
Boston College, there is some doubt
in the Play Shop's mind as to
whether the added expense of a
downtown theatre would be advisA definite location will be
able.
Tuesday

PETER F. MURPHY, '37

Junior Week
(Continued

from

Page One)

and few, if any, Juniors are expected to miss the movies, class entertainment, skits and generous refreshments that will be offered.
John J. Burgess will chairman
this affair, assisted by George W.
Killion, John E. Keary, John F.
Fitzgerald, Vincent C. Keough, Lester C. Crowley and Miguel J. Frasca.
The lady friends of the Juniors
announced after the Christmas holi- will figure in Junior Week for the
days, however.
first time on Tuesday afternoon, the
In any case, the Repertory will occasion being the Tea Dance, and
not be available until the last week from this point on they will share
in January, so the date of produc- equally in the activities of the week.
tion has been settled for that time.
The Tea Dance, which will take
Also announced yesterday were the place from 4 to 7 P.M. in some
casts for the seven plays now in re- down town hotel as yet undeter-

hearsal.
Lee Anderson's Strategy is an
underworld drama directed by John
J. Larkin, '38, with Vincent Shamirian (better known as a two-miler
on
Mr. Ryder's track team),
Charles Logue, William R. Duane,
and John King, all of the sophomore class, as the actors.
Stanley J. Driscoll, '37, an outstanding member of the Dramatic
Society last year, Kevin Sullivan,
'38, and Paul R. Sullivan, '38, are
in
one
of
appearing
Percival
Wilde's dramas, The Finger of God,
directed by James F. Droney, '37.
Fog, a play dealing with society,
and directed by John R. Broderick,
'36, will have Joseph Ranieri, '3G,
Francis Sullivan, '38, and Rosario
Provenzano, '36, in the leading

mined, will be managed by Chairman Thomas A. Saint. His committee includes Anthony H. Cataldo,
Daniel Paul Toomey, John Joseph
Mitchell, Thomas A. Sullivan, Lawrence M. Chandler and Richard S.

Sanderson.
From the scene of the tea dance,
the Juniors and their chosen ones
will trek to University Heights
where they will assemble in the library auditorium to witness a hila-

rious melodramatic production entitled, "Silas, the Chore Boy," to be
presented by their classmates.
Stanley J. Driscoll, president of
the Boston College Playshop, and
one of the leading undergraduates
in theatrical circles at the Heights,
has taken over the dramatic direction of this presentation. James F.
Droney of Lowell will play the lead,
roles.
One of 0. Henry's best pieces, supported by an all Junior cast,
half comic and half serious, with including Frank W. Ryan, B. Jothe typical O. Henry punch ending, seph O'Neill, Frank J. Durst, James
will also be on the program. It is F. Dineen, Frederick W. Gorgone,
Madison Square Arabian Night, Myer Tobey, William H. Thomas
directed by James Kenny, '37, with and John F. Coughlan.
Gerard

Burke,

'36,

Bernard

J.

O'Neil, Jr., '37, Fred Carmody, '37,
and Walter Grady, '39, in the cast.
The winner of first prize in a recent one-act play competition for
undergraduates in New York, The
Father, will be presented. It was
written by Edward Fitzmorris, a
student at Fordham, and appeared

in the Fordham Monthly this past
fall. It will be produced by Daniel
G. O'Connor, '37, and the leading
parts will be played by Vincent
McCauley, '37, William Beston, '38,

and William O'Connell, '38.
Alison's Lad by Beulah Dix is a
drama about a youth, awaiting execution in a cowardly way. After
he talks with an old colonel, who
knew his mother, his courage returns and he goes out to meet death
like a hero. Laurence S. Mullin,
'38, is directing the play and the
cast includes Paul Schultz, '38,
Robert Cahill, '36, Thomas McDonald, '39, Thomas F. Gately, '38,
James McNiff, '37, and Edward

Hines, '38.

A Night in an Inn by Lord
Dunsany has no lack of action, with
its robbers, Hindus, and gostly
idols.
Peter Alukonis, '36, has a
difficult problem of timing and direction on his hands, and the actors
are James Dineen, '37, Francis
Ryan, '37, William Thomas, '37,
John Coughlin, '37, Philip A.
Tracey, '36, Morris Levy, '39, and
Charles Farrington, '39.
The Play Shop also intends to
produce an eighth play so that the
two evenings' performances will be
evenly balanced.

Employes Have Hearts
Quizzing Reporter Finds

B.C. Passengers on Their Long, Yellow, 40-Mile an
Hour Vehicles "O.K.," Declare Pilots of
the Lake Street Line

Library
Cannot
McCarten
Father
Auditorium
Fulfill
Announces

on the

'L'
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To the citizen of Boston College
who happens to have a dime in his
pocket, the gentlemen of the Boston Elevated Company who convey
them to school in those long, yellow,
sleek looking vehicles, have always
seemed like human machines without a heart. But believe me, fellow citizens, these men have a heart,
even as you and I.
To engage one of them in conversation you would never know that
the calm, genial, and often retiring
individual was the one who set out
day after day on that perilous,
nerve wracking journey through the
heart of primitive Boston.

tunity.
Now we could find out
many things about the men and
manners of the trolley car operators.
"How is it that the schedules seem
to be so timed that a car leaves
Late Street the minute a student

turns the corner
We were justly
ignorance.
The
plans on having

at Lake Street."
rebuked for our
Boston Elevated
a car leave Lake
Street every six minutes. It was
just a quirk of fate that a student
turned the corner every six minutes.
It has often caused us little gasps
of wonder to see the dexterity with
which a conductor could pack passengers in a car during rush hour.
How do they do it! It is very
Always on the Alert
simple. You have often heard a
Still, let us get back to the pur- conductor say, "step down in the
pose of the inquisition. Let us find car, please." When the people don't
out what the subway conductors step down in the car, the conductor
think of the type of passenger signals the motorman. The latter
called "the average Boston College works the car up to a 40-mile an
student." We approached, and let hour clip and suddenly brings it to
it be known that we were Boston a sudden stop. The result is obCollege students. Instinctively he vious.
drew back and placed a protecting
This led up to the next question,
hand over his money belt.
"What is the maximum speed of a
We began, "What is your opinion subway car?"
"Forty miles an
of the average Boston College hour." After we had recovered
citizen?" His brow puckered and from swallowing our gum, we
he lapsed into a reverie of thought. gasped out, "Forty miles an hour."
Eagerly we waited for the momen- "Yes," he said, "And we sometimes
tous decision that would be forth- do more than that, going down
coming from such deep considera- hill."
tion.
The answer came, "I think
His Interest Even
he's all right." We breathed a proThe next query was a sticker.
found sigh of relief. He thought "Are you
more interested in how
we were all right!
Boston College comes out in the
The sound of a sharp, military football games or how the passenstep sounded outside the corridor
He pondered on
ger comes out?"
where we were sitting. Entered the
that for a moment and finally said
starter of the cars. He was a fine that the interest
was about even.
figure of a man with neatly pressed
"Can you tell when examinations
uniform, shining buttons, and a look
are going on by the expressions on
of authority in his eye. When he
the student's face?"
That was
spoke you knew he was accustomed
simple. "The student's face usuto being obeyed.
Why shouldn't,
ally wears a very happy expression,
he? He was the starter!
but on certain days, notably every

Reticent
he could enlarge tlv
answer of his subordinate. Wh\
couldn't he? He was the starter!
Again the question, "What do you
think of the average Boston College
citizen?" "I think that the citizens
Starter a Bit

Perhaps

of Harvard are the most gentlemanly of fellows. They always remove their whiffles when a lady enters the car." "But about Boston
College," we repeated. "You know,"
he answered, "it's a hard choice between the Harvard citizen and the
Boston University citizen as regards gentlemanly conduct." "But
The business and financial end of about Boston College," we patiently
the production will be handled by repeated. "Oh, yes, Boston College
John F. Coughlan, assisted by Al- citizens, well, they are all right."
bert Tortolini, John A. O'Malley
But here was our golden opporand George F. McGunnigle.
Wednesday evening the Juniors
and their guests will again assem- well as one of its most popular
ble in the library auditorium, this members, has been named General
time to hear a specially arranged Chairman of promenade. The folconcert presented by the combined lowing committees will aid him:
Boston College glee club and or- music, Thomas F. Dorsey, Arthur
chestra. This event is possible N. Kelly. Paul J. Sweeney; tickets.
through the generosity of the Rev. William M. Foley, James F. Droney,
Atilio F. Ferdenzi; favors, Edward
Leo J. Gilleran, S.J., Faculty Director of the Musical Clubs, Kelly said. -I. Hart, James V. Lavin, Francis
Frederick P. Carmody, as chair- X. Lally; arrangements, Edward J.
man of the affair, has as aids a Philips, Walter F. Barry, Robert D.
committee of William H. Thomas, Provasoli; printing, William M.
Charles Malone, Fremont L. Scott, Burns, Edward J. Cavan, Paul J.
Patrons, Michael E.
Albert J. Sullivan, Bernard J. Conughlin;
Mooney, Theodore A. Glynn, James
O'Neil and Walter A. Hamilton.
F. Dineen.
With six of the outstanding members of the college hockey team
A special junior publication to be
prominent members of the Junior known as the Junior Pictorial, to
Class, the Skating Party and hockey contain a program of the entire
game planned for Thursday evening week, write-ups of each event
at the Arena is appropriate for names and group pictures of every
Juniors. The authorities of the junior and other material of class
A. A. are making every effort to interest will be published with the
bring some outstanding collegiate week.
Amongst those who will particisextet to Boston to face the Eagles
in a feature game that night, The pate in this effort are: Vincent F.
Heights was assured.
A special Dunfey, Charles A. larrobino, Robjunior ice tilt, trick skating, races ert J. Brennan, Charles C. Butler.
and general skating will be included John J. Herlihy, Leo J. Coveney
Moriis E. Blitz, Joseph R. McCurdy.
in the program.
Jaul J. Rooney, chairman, and a George A. McDonough, Edward J.
Philips, Theodore A. Glynn, James
committee of John J. O'Connor, Edgar D. Hill, John E. Moriarty, Peter F. Dineen, George E. Curtin, JoF. Shannon, James D. Doherty and seph A. O'Brien, Victor E. De RuEdward B. Clancy will handle the bies, Stephen A. Witham, Vincent
F. Crowninshield, Joseph F. Ruttle.
arrangements.
Peter F. Murphy, one of the out- Edward F. O'Brien, Jr., and John P.
standing athletes of the class, as Fleet.

Pre-Med. Academy Plans
to Begin Activities Soon
The Pre-Medical Academy
will begin its annual activities
after the Christmas holidays,
according to an announcement
made yesterday by the Rev.
Francis J. Dore, S.J., academy
director and head of the Biology department in the College
of Arts and Sciences.
The
hold
academy will
weekly meetings for the balance of the scholastic year, at
which work done in biology
laboratories and lecture halls
will be exhaustively reviewed
by pre-medical students and

departmental instructors.

This work is undertaken
every year at this time by
the academy.

Glee Club Will
Render Carols
Singing on Chestnut Hill
Library
Sunday;in
Eve
Concert
Christmas
In keeping with the true spirit of

Christinas, the Boston College Glee

Club will render a program of carol
music this year, touring University
Heights

and

giving

a

concert

Christmas Eve in the library auditorium.

Sunday evening the Glee Club
will start out on a round of outdoor concerts, beginning at the
Cenacle in Lake street, and proceeding up Commonwealth avenue
to the top of the hills. Carols will
also be sung Sunday night in Latin,
English, French and German, at
Mount Alvernia Academy, and at
the grotto in the garden of Mr. and
Mrs. Vincent P. Roberts on Beacon

street.
Tuesday, Christmas eve, the Glee
Club will sing Christmas carols for
a half hour in the library auditorium before the beginning of Midnight Mass. They will be accompanied by strings, woodwinds and
two and a half months or so, a
brass from the college orchestra.
brooding frown is prevalent. Voices
If there is snow, the glee club
that usually sing and shout are
will make its visits on Chestnut
hushed in an uneasy silence."
Hill by horse-drawn sleigh.
A spontaneous bit of information
was given. "It's a funny thing, but
I have noticed that the students
study more on the cars coming to
Sodality
school than going home."
A delicate question was put to
(Continued from Page One)
our genial host, "What paper do
you notice the Boston College student picks up most on the cars?' must be guided by the principles of
"That's easy, The Heights."
Wthies,"
the
speaker continued.
put away the gun we were hokliir
'War is the exercise of a nation's
and went
c
against his ribs
:overeignty to preserve that soverfurther in the cross examination.
'ffnty and the rights inherent in
"What do you think when you s -1
nd consequent upon
that sovstanding across the street a fr?!lo v jrei'i'ntv. If the existence of the
who is bumming?"
"Either Ilif sovereignty is just, then the preserthink the trolley is too slow for their vation of the sovereignty is right
or they haven't got a dime." he re
Thus, a war in itself can be just.''
plied. "In the latter case I hav*
Mr. Beauregard then analyzer'
nothing but pity for them."
Types About All Alike
The next in inquiry was mos'
interesting. "Are there any peculiar characteristics that you notice
in the individual groups, for example, between the ones boardiiv"
at Park Street or the ones at
"No,
there doesn't
Lechmere?"
seem to be much difference between
any of the groups, except that those
coming from Turners Falls seem
slow and cumbersome
and frequently make a great deal of noise
with their knee-high boots."
This brought the interview to a
close. "Thank you very much," we
said, "and for your courtesy we will
send a copy of The Heights to
your home every week." A frightened shriek escaped his lips, he
tore away from our grasp and
dashed down the street.

the initiation of a war and concluded that it must proceed from
niblie authority, be started with the
fight intention, be

the last resort
vindicate a right

must seek to
whose importance would constitute
a good which is proportionate to the
loss of life and property in any war.
It was announced at the conclusion of the sodality meeting that a
retreat will be held at the Bellarmine House, Cohasset, under the
direction of the Rev. Edward P.
Tivan, S.J., from January 2 to January 5. It was also announced that
any student who wishes to go should
communicate at once with J. Frank
Scannell of the senior class.

T>o you use

Physics Group
Reviews Work
of This Term
Relationship of Physicist
Weekly
and
Students
Seminar
ofPhilosopher
at
Are Discussed

The relationships that exist in
matter from the viewpoint of the
physicist and the philosopher were
discussed at this week's Physics
seminar. The revolutionary discoveries of modern physics were explained by scholastic philosophy.
The physicist observes the related
quantities with his senses, measures
these quantities by means of mechanical forces or heat effects, and
by the application of right reasoning from mathematics arrives at
the physical laws, it was explained.

If the cause of this relationship is
not clear he makes a guess or hypothesis. If this guess is tested
and fits all the facts, and is a fruitful source of other facts, he calls
it a theory.
In this semester the molecular,
atomic, and electron theories were
treated, and in the next semester
the electromagnetic theory of light,
the quantum theory, etc., will be
taken up.
As regards the facts there is no
chance for a discussion. But the
theories as offered by the physicists
were discussed in the light of scholastic philosophy. The physicist is
limited to measured or measurable
quantities.
But he does not deny
the existence of unmeasurable
quantities as ideas of the intellect
or of the will, members of the
Physics faculty explained. In fact,
today there is great need of a careful study of philosophy, both for
correct theories of knowledge and
the correct understanding of the
realities beyond the senses.
In the seminar it has been found
that the real difficulty has come
from the meaning of the words that
are used.
When the meaning of
what was signified by the word was
discussed, most of the conflict disappeared.
All students in the Junior and
Senior B.S. course in Physics and
the Masters in Physics attend the
seminar.
The faculty direct the
papers and the Head of the Department, Father Tobin, supervises the
seminar. Messrs. Burns and Devlin, S.J., Dr. D'Alelio, and Messrs.
Gager, Zager, and Power interpreted the theories of physics in
terms of philosophy in the first semester.
In the second semester

Messrs. Marcou, Cedrone, Freno, J.
Sullivan and the members of the
Senior class will engage in the discussions.

Latin Academy
(Continued

This meeting adjourned after a
brief Latin conversation.
The last session of the academy
before the holidays convened
Wednesday at 3 P. M. in Tll4. In
the spirit of the season, the director had selected some Latin
Christmas hymns, composed in
medieval times in honor of the
Nativity. The first one, wherein a
group of fourteenth century students

implore

their

Dante's Vita Nuova was the topic

academy's current study of the life
and works of the great epic poet.
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taskmaster to forbear a little during the holy time of Christmas.
The academy will reconvene with
the opening of class in January.
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Father

HEIGHTS

... Lectures to Freshmen on Greek in

Author Of Persuasive Speech Marquette Goes
Talks on the Humor of Homer to Manchester
Station
Distinguished Text Book Laughs with Homer Radio
Writer Pays Short Visit

Father Donnelly, one of the most
noted educators of the Jesuit Order,
is a former member of the Boston
College faculty.
He is an author
of many English text books and an
essayist of renown in the realm of
DONNELLY, 5..1
the spiritual, literary, and educa- Rev. FRANCIS P.
tional.
His text books are well
known and Boston College men will
remember especially his Model English Series, Persuasive Speech and
his edition of Second Spring.

Philomatheia
Plans Outlined

Support
Mrs.Give
to
Roberts
FullUrges
Seniors

to Dance

Complimenting the Boston College student body on having such
a fine musical organization, Mrs.
Vincent P. Roberts, of Chestnut
Hill, president of the Philomathehia
Club of Boston, expressed regret
that an undergraduate orchestra
was not selected to play at the
Philomatheia senior ball next month,
"To study humor we must have in an address to members of the
some
serious thoughts," Father senior class in the senior assembly
He distin- hall on Wednesday afternoon.
Donnelly continued.
guished between pathos and tragedy
The ball, which is a traditional
by saying that pathos was aroused function given by the Philomatheia
by a series of unfortunate events Club for the benefit of the senior
while in tragedy, before the climax, class, will be held at the Copleythere is always some expectation of Plaza, January 10, 1936.
a joyful ending.
He said that
"If you feel you can't afford it
tragedy does not rely on a quantity or will not get enough fun out of
of sorrow but on a peculiar pierc- the dance to go to it," Mrs. Roberts
ing quality of sorrow. As an ex- said, in urging the students to supample he cited the plight of port the affair, "then at least be a
Ullyses who was blown from his hundred per cent interested in the
course by contrary winds when his dance and help others to put it
native land was in sight.
over."
Suggesting that this ball was the
Father Donnelly gave examples
of the humor that was in Homer, best opportunity to pay for the Sub
pointing out the fear of Hector's Turri that the seniors could be ofson at the father's waving plume fered, Mrs. Roberts urged members
and the empty smile of Juno when of the class to sell tickets to recent
Zeus berated her.
and socially minded graduates.
"The Philomatheia Club is a body
Speaker Defines Humor
of earnest Catholic women working
He then proceeded to a definition
solely for Boston College," Mrs.
of humor, taking some previous
Roberts added. "And it is the comdefinitions and showing their weak- bined effort of these
women that
nesses. To the person who declares
accomplishes what the Philomatheia
that laughter was a question of in- Club does for Boston College."
stinct he retorted that by it the
The Philomatheia Club pays for
speaker evinces lack of a sufficient
ballroom, orchestra, printing of
the
knowledge of man's nature. To the
favors and decoration for
tickets,
person who asserts that laughter
the ball, Mrs. Roberts explained,
was relief he retorted, "Relief from
and announced that of every three
what?" He also rejected Freud's
dollars charged per person, two
definition of humor.
will be given to the senior class.
He finally defined humor as a
In conclusion, Mrs. Roberts ex"painless incongruity." In arriving
an invitation to join the club
tended
at this definition he quoted Arisof Boston College stuto
mothers
He
totle's "denatured fallacy."
dents.
stated that humor appears to conclude without concluding and that
it was a big nothing.
GERMAN ACADEMY
He showed how humor proves
the existence of a soul, for a material thing cannot grasp two viewpoints at the same time, as is necessary in the case of humor.
A conclusion was brought to the
lecture by an enumeration of the
various types of humor, including
the pun, irony, proverbs, and oxymoron. He gave a liberal number
of examples of each.
Father Donnelly was introduced
by Father Archdeacon, dean of the

Coleg

the TDean ayid

HAS MANY ACTIVITIES

Probably the only extra curricula
activity at University Heights, comprised entirely of freshman, the
German Academy has been making
up for lack of numbers in its excess
of zeal and enthusiasm, according
to Mr. Paul J. McManus, S.J., director.
The members of the class of 1939
inclined toward Teuton culture (or
freshman class.
should we say "kultur"?) have been
Among the works of Father conducting formal debates, open
Donnelly are: Model English, I and forums, and discussions on timely
11, Manual to Model English. New- affairs and German books during
man's Second Sprinsr, Persuasive the past few months.
Speech, Art of Interesting, and
The president of the German
Literary
Art and Modern EduAcademy is Leo J. Smith, '39, of
cation.
Dorchester.

OF AM, THE FACULTIES

and that the middle class would suffer because of their ineligibility for
government aid and their incapacity
to pay for the best medical service.

THEIR

EXTEND

Sincere anb
Greetings

Undaunted by a last minute
switch in the sides of debate, the
Marquette Debating Society lost a
closely fought contest to Nichols
College last Tuesday evening by a
two-one decision of the judges. The
debate was held in Boylston, Mass.
For several weeks the Marquette
has been preparing debating material in defense of the negative side
of the question, Resolved: that Italy
is justified in her armed conquest
of Ethiopia. At 4.30 P.M. Tuesday,
just three and one-half hours before
the debate was to take place, Mr.
John J. Kelleher, S.J., faculty director of the Marquette, learned that
the Nichols debaters were also prepared to defend the negative and
that it would be necessary for the
Boston College speakers to uphold
to dine some evening and discover the
affirmative.
his true abilities.
Hurried outline of campaign forJoseph McCarthy has given us ensic strategy were made by the
the perfect portrait of the talkative Marquette debaters, Laurance
Mulnurse who does more damage than lin, '38,
and John Donovan, '39, durdreaded disease in a thoroughly ing the automobile trip to Boylston,
amusing story, "And A Happy New a few
miles north of Worcester.
Year." Such a woman comes into Syllogisms flew thick and fast, staevery family circle at least once tistics were sought in reference
and her impression is time-lasting. books, arguments were tested for
The high point, at least for the their persuasive power on the
writer, is the character Frank Don- chauffeur.
ahue with his bon mot, "Oh, him.
Promptly at eight o'clock the deHe's round shouldered from getting bate began, with Mr. J. F. Solliner
in and out of patrol wagons." of Nichols College presiding. Though
This story is well worth reading. forced to speak entirely extemIf you have not tried it as yet and poraneously, the Marquette team
are willing to take my word for it, launched a vigorous attack at Musyou will get as much enjoyment solini's British, French and Amerifrom "And A Happy New Year" as can critics for impeding Italy's
you will from a Sid Hoff cartoon.
attempt to do the same thing their
Mr. Dalton's "A Neglected Es- countries have practiced for hunsayist," is amazing.
The author dreds of years.
sets out to prove and does so conclusively, not that Colby is the the reins, rumbled lightly along
greatest American essayist nor that over the frozen road."
To those
he is the worst, but that he "has who appreciate Mr. Mercier's style,
been thoroughly neglected by Amer- this story is heartily recommended.
We could not close this review
ican critics and the American reading public alike." This is the gist ,without a few words about Mr.
of Mr. Dalton's article. A rather Tubelis. A resident of Campello,
strange thing is the introduction Mass., and a member of sophomore,
which becomes a lengthy digression, he is expected to fill the poet's chair
saved only by an abrupt, yet pleas- on the Stylus. In all, he has coming six-word paragraph.
posed some sixty poems, some of
The editor, Louis Mercier, has which will be published in the colpublished a touching piece "In a lege magazine in the future.
And
Storm So Black." Some may not by the way, the Stylus is seeking
like the story, but they will have new blood and new viewpoints in
to admit the editor's power of dis- all its departments. There should
cription, as when he says, "Janey, be some underclassmen who can
the buckboard, and Tommy holding give the present contributors a lift.
-

May the happiness that

Qhnstmas and the
blessings of this blessed
is

be yours in
abundance
Joseph R. Maxwell, S J.
season

with five minutes for rebuttal.
There was no decision.
W. H. Fitzgerald, '39, of the Marquette, which upheld the affirmative,
declared that it was necessary for
the state to adopt medical care for
all since need for it was apparent
in every state, and that the people

ally just, but practically impossible,
was refuted by Stanton's introduction of facts to prove that there is
not enough adequate equipment in
charitably conducted institutions,

After Long Weeks of
Preparation
Debaters
Opponents
Learn
Are
of Same Opinion

the

The Marquette Debating Society
journeyed to Keene, N. H., to meet
Keene Normal School in a radio debate last Wednesday afternoon. The
subject was, "Resolved: That the
several states should enact legislation adopting provisions for the free
medical care of all. Station WFEA,
the Hotel Carpenter studio in Manchester, carried the debate, which
was broadcast between 4:30 and
5:45 P. M.
Three eight minute
speeches were allowed for each side,

were not being cared for in proper
manner.
R. H, Stanton, '38, in further upholding the affirmative, declared
that the government was justified,
capable, and efficient to adopt the
platform, since it had succeeded in
providing a fine system of education, and hence with such a parrallel project, could successfully provide another social benefit such as
medicine and medicinal care.
Using the same parallel, he also
claimed that the states have the
right to make such provisions.
The negative debaters of Keene,
asserted that city hospitals, and
other medical centers for the poor,
had adequate equipment, and that
the affirmative side over-emphasized
the point that there was a need.
They also claimed that an adoption
of the measure would remove the
close personal ties between the
patient and the doctor. Politics,
they feared, would inevitably steal
into the scheme and the plan would
fail.
The claim of the Normal school
debaters that the plan was basically
socialistic, and therefore theoretic-

Marquette
Changes Sides

As

To the Students of

Boston

Yuletide Spirit Strongest
Note In December Stylus
Current Issue of College
Literary Paper Again
Features Dalton, Power
By W.J. COLLINS
Appropriately enough, there is a
distinct note of the Yuletide season prevading the December issue of
the Stylus. With the exception of
Mark Dalton's essay on Frank
Moore Colby, all of the prose contributors have something to say
about Christmas and most of what
they say is ingenuous and amusing.
The Stylus also introduces a new
contributor this month in the person of Bronis Tubelis, who is the
author of "A Mad Man's Song," a
poem.

In "The Care and Eating of Oysters," we have a light essay done
in the Poweronian style. Most
amusing. A debate on the proper
stuffing of a turkey probably
brought the subject of oysters to
the pages of the Stylus, but at all
events it gives P. V. Power another
opportunity to wander in and out of
reknowned Boston hostleries. To
some lovers of the oyster, this publicity may come as a boon, but on
the other hand, fear that the beloved blue-point should be prostituted to the level of caviar may
produce dire repercussions in the
vicinity of Dock Square. Accompanying the article is a photograph
iof the far-famed Union Oyster
House. Incidentally, some would-be
gourmet should invite Mr. Power
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Impressing the point that the
works of Homer were not the dry
affairs usually associated with high
school translation, the Rev. Francis
P. Donnelly, S.J., professor of English at the Fordham University
Graduate School, delivered an interesting lecture on "The Humor of
Homer" to the freshman class in
the
library auditorium Monday
morning.

Library Auditorium
Nichols Wins

Power, Fitzgerald, Stanton
Meet Keene Once More
in Debate Over Air
Waves.

University Heights
Where He Once Taught

to

Wrote Football Song
With many references to the
jokes of all ages, Father Donnelly's
lecture was warmly received by the
freshman class. He began by stating that he wrote a football song
for Boston College and later, to
show his impartiality, composed one
for our friendly rivals in Worcester.
He then entered in earnest on his
subject by stating that humor was
not the whole of an epic but only
its spice. He referred to the oft
repeated phrase that there are only
seven original jokes.
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Impressions of the 1938 Dance: Lyons have been climbing in and
Avery handling
a
blonde out of windows?so the boys had
bombshell very carefully
. better bring their saws . . . We'd
love to see some of the people in
President Jack Gately setting the
that pictorial work of art above
Santa's new streamlined
pace with a gorgeous bit of femthe stage mooching around
to
sleigh on a carpet of snow.
ininity . . . the floor feeling as Burke's music . . Anyhow you can
While fumbling in a scanty
though I'd forgotten to take off my have fun explaining who the begrab-bag, the inquiring reporter
galoshes .
. the lack of noise . . . ! whiskered octogenarians are.
found an appropriate question
the smiling affability of Messrs. j That brilliant and estimable
to ask the students around the
Roche, Ryan, Power and O'Neill . . . ' group of young men who comprise
campus. "We hear of all kinds
the sophisticated conservatism of the Philomatheia reception commitspirit,
of
but in what does the
the crowd . . . the smiling efficiency tee have settled on 81.50 as the retrue spirit of Christmas conof Mr. Gately's famous brother-in- taining fee for reservations
sist?
The replies were as
it
law . . . the swinging rhythm of makes the final stab that much
colorful as the wrapping on a
Burke's "Rotunda Stomp" . . . the easier and the ticket vendors are
gift package."
John J. Connolly. '38?Generosity smooth dancing of Bill McFadden making the rounds.
. the gleaming black and white
is the keynote of true Christmas .
To be momentarily mercenary, if
spirit. One should give not with of Miles King's dinner jacket . . . you know anyone outside of the
the idea of Indian giving, but with Larry Mullin, the local point of college who plans to attend, get the
. and the barthe-same spirit in which our Lord the bon vivants .
tickets for them here. The senior
tenders, vainly trying to sell beer class gets credit only for those
gave for the love of mankind.''
Francis McGaffigan, '39?"It con- at twenty-five cents a can!
tickets sold by the students, and
At last someone is showing enough heaven knows we need all we can
sists in receiving happiness that
goes with giving.
We should each initiative to think up something get!
strive to be a Santa Clans in our new in socials. Tonight we go to
The choice tables arc going fast,
town with the freshmen and their so if you can eliminate Uncle Cutown right."
James M. O'Leary, '38 ?"I believe lassies. And it sounds quite smart bert's sewing set from the list, it
?old traditions renewed, collegiate would be advisable to put the necesthat the spirit of Christmas consists not in gift giving, not in em- background, assembly hall meta- sary on the line. The selection of
phasizing rotund, commercial gen- morphosized with evergreens, a lot ushers and marshals will be made
Together

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Managing Editor

By J. RAOUL ST. PIERRE, '36
(Raconteur, Wit, and Man-About-Town)

the Christmas season once more
is with us and weather conditions are preparing to usher in

PAUL V. POWER, '36
John F.
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Louis J. Marinelio, '38?"True
Christmas spirit is a charitable sac-

rifice in which personal joy is so
diffused and multiplied that the
pleasure of each person is increased
in proportion to the number of
other persons that participate in it."
Joseph G. Power, '38?"Sharing
your happiness with others less fortunate than yourself is what I believe a true Christmas should consist in, realizing to the full extent

the spiritual advantages accruing
from a worthy advent."

How About Your Bundle?

j

'

!

!

j

j

comfortable
During this season of the year, 1 more
circumstances
when almost everyone is softened will be enabled to do your share in
with the spirit of giving, from making Christmas
than
more
everywhere, it seems, appeals are merely another day in the lives of
made through almost every conceiv- miserable victims of circumstances
able channel for a share of your beyond their control.
practical charity. Out of a year's
Surely there is an overcoat, or a
oblivion, various societies come to pair of pants, gloves, cap. shirt,
the fore and present themselves to stockings, or something of the nayou through the mail.
On the ture stowed in the dark recesses of
street corners the bell in the hands your closet or up in the attic
of a chill ringer jangles to attract which your younger brother or
your attention to a tambourine or sister won't wear, and are now servan iron pot supported by a tripod. ing
as dust collectors or moth
Such constant appeals have caused breeders.
The junk man would
our Christmas feeling of charity to give you little or nothing for them.
become less vulnerable; therefore How about cleaning out the closet
less productive. We resent accusa- or attic and at the same time shartions of unkindness, and defend ing in a certain true happiness that
ourselves by claiming that most of comes with knowing that you are
the charitable bureaus are unjust helping some humans who cannot
and often lacking discrimination in help themselves ? Odd toys, canned
their distribution of favors; that goods, anything that will relieve
hearts
on
you need the gifts more than many miserable
Christmas
recipients; and that much of your morning are most welcome. That
pecuniary offerings is consumed in your contribution will find its way
handsome wages for administrators. into welcome and needy hands is a
On the other hand, you have often foregone conclusion.
Little heads need covering from
viewed the pitiful plight of many
unfortunates, and you were filled the snow. Little feet require prowith compassion for them. You tection from the icy pavements.
vowed to yourself that if ever you Children's bodies demand safecould alleviate their miserable lot guarding from the rigors of winter.
Their hearts should be gladdened
you certainly would.
From now on until Monday night on Christmas with toys. The desyou have a splendid opportunity to perate father must be well clothed
fulfill that resolution by participat- to shovel snow. The sacrificing
ing whole-heartedly in a drive to ac- mother must be comfortably attired
complish great work in comforting to ply her housework.
Let's all get behind the drive now
those who are far less fortunate
than we hope you will ever be. A and give. If it entails a little sacbundle drive is under way at the rifice so much fuller is your happicollege so that you students of ness.

Exchange

By WILLIAM
There

J.

.

?T?

Walter McDonough will spend
vacation working on the mail,
unless the weather changes so
much that he can go on the
snow insiead
We caught a
.
snatch of the Junior week melodrama in rehearsal the other
day, but you might just as well
go out and pick a fight with
Ralph Worth as try to get anyadvance dope on the matter,
because we can be very closein
mouthed when we want to
fact we come from a long line of
strong, silent men.
There is a
Latin inscription on the family
coat
which, freely
of arms
translated, means, ''Ask me no
questions and I tell you no lies,"
or "Go home and tell your
mother she wants you." (Both
considered pretty snappy comebacks in 1911).
.

.

...

?T?

The H. S. held its annual Christmas party and horror day last Tuesday ill the customary style . . . Dick
McDonald should star in the first
line tonight?he has all the requirements, being one of the fastest
skaters to hit the Heights in recent
. Bud St. Pierre deserves
times
a vote of thanks for his work in the
society column these past few
weeks, even though he hasn't mentioned the Caber Club as yet . .
Tom McDonald, the only freshman
in the oratorical contest last night,
played "Shylock" in the B. C. High
production of The Merchant of
Feeney's, will be remembered long Venice last year.
after you have finished the book.
?T?

many occasions when I loath the aesthetic attitude,
lightness and delicacy of style are The literary anguish,
construed to be signs of triviality. The anguish after anguish,
If critics are so deceived in all The hunger for hunger, not for food,
cases, it is perhaps further proof The joy that is not jolly,
of the fact that so much of the The making tears a trade,
worthless is being turned out that The professional melancholy,
simplicity in expression now is rec- The fear of being afraid.
ognized only as unimportance of ' I hide my whole head under
thought content. It is a pity that The sheets when I hear thunder.
some critics judge a book only by
"Boundaries" is a volume well
its weight. It is with this warning, worth the modest price. All who
which we feel would be unnecessary ii'ead it will find something worth
were it not for the words of some
while for them. The charm of excritics, that we introduce the reader pression,
which is a gift of Father
are

to Father Feeney's Boundaries.
It is a brief book of verse covfrom other college
ering subjects which range from
"Reflections on a Flea" to "Compucampus newspapers
tations."
One might cite any of
Ihe sixty-one short poems in the
We start this week with a
volume as typical of the author's
viewpoint on life. Personal likes
story from the N. I). Scholastic
and dislikes may not count for
about an English prof who remuch, but this writer especially
ceived a theme with no punctupreferred, among others, these two,
ation marks and died trying to
hold his breath until the last
"Retort to a Philosopher" and "To
page!
Lecture conscience be
One Created." They may not be
your guide.
the best poems in the book, but the
following lines from "Retort to a
Here is a truly sad situation? Philosopher" appealed very much
The Tower reports that it has just to the reviewer:
been discovered at the University of If
in future I my lyre
Washington that a college man has
Ever from its rack remove,
just one chance in four hundred of
And go plucking with my plectrum
marrying a girl with home economAnything I cannot prove,
ies training.
May God lodge me with logicians
Fairly interesting?now
if they
writing
and
Ranting
rhymes
will show the girl what chance she
reams
has of marrying a college man who
Of sweet ratiocinations
can get a job and support her, we
In romantic enthymemes.
might have something.?La Salle
Individuality is the keynote of
Collegian.
Father Feeney's poems. Each subject which he broaches takes on a
To hearten the Seniors we
tinge of Father Feeney himself, at
quote this bit from the Rockonce startling and amusing. Pihurst Sentinel?The cash value
quancy of expression is prevalent
of a college education has been
throughout "Boundaries."
placed at $72,000.
Beauty in an economy of words
A recent notice from the dean's is one of the many strongpoints of
office of Colgate University re- this small volume. Everywhere is
quested those who had guns in evidence of strong compression and
their rooms to register them at his manifold reshaping of structures,
evidently produced only after a
office.?The Loyola Greyhound.
*
*
*
igreat deal of labor. In "Reflection
A registrar at Boston University on a Flea," he tells, among other
has calculated that it costs you things, of his dislikes. Here are
$3.07 every time you take a cut.
a few:
.

A veritable grab bag of affairs

are in prospect tonight as a fitting
beginning of Christmas vacation (or
"vac" as they say at Oxford or
Cambridge) . . . The Freshmen are
holding a quiet little pre-Yuletide
party in the senior assembly hall,
which is located, we believe, in the
Tower building, the large granite
affair at the top of the hill when
you come up from the cinder track.
You know, the one with the clock.
Also in the Boston Arena, Snooks
Kelley's men and their contemporaries from the hills of Hanover are
going to make fools of themselves,
running around on single runner ice
skates, fighting among each other
with sticks over a poor little piece
of black hard rubber.
Jack Burgess will start at defense for Boston
College because he owns the puck.

COLLINS, '36

.

I

of the real

!

discussion

We are quite aware on the fourth
How many aitides have been writof July that this country's independten in order that the reader might
fully understand the essentially sa- ance is being celebrated; on Armiscred nature of Christmas? Has it tice Day most persons recall the
last war and its attendant horrors.
been made at all clear that the most
important thing about Christmas is Why, then, should the world go to
not that many gifts are exchanged so much bother commemorating
or that tons of indigestible food are something which has apparentlyconsumed, but that the day happens slipped their minds?
Christmas cannot be Christmas
to be Christ's birthday?
Now, a newspaper quite accu- unless the story of Bethlehem is
rately reflects public opinion. Pub- heard and believed.

Father Feeney's "Boundaries"
Amusing, Brilliant, Reviewer says

Days Gone By...
from

the

Heights

of

the
other years

files of

. William J. KilDec. 13, 1927
lion, '28, is awarded a purse of
fifty dollars in gold, the annual gift
of Rev. John H. Harrigan, '89, in
the thirtieth annual oratorical contest. Mr. Killion chose as his subject "America's Un-American Immigration Law." The program of
speeches was intermingled with
musical selections by the Boston
College Quartet.
..

j

i

!
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Henry (lately, '39?"Christmas
consists in experiencing a
spirit
night.
day, but it appears to The Heights
of gratitude toward all
feeling
Although the press has been glut- rather silly to joyfully celebrate an
should
from
the
spring
which
sort,
with
news
this
how
ted
of
historical occurence which one for- heart."
much space has been devoted to a gets.

PAUL V. POWER.

By

I I

:

of red and green bulbs and Burke''; ; this afternoon by the Philomatheia
band with the three Maines sisters [ board . . . (why did they pick such
doing the vocalizing. The floor is to a tricky name?)
. . . and an interin l treated with a special waxing collegiate flavor is in the offing.
world."
William H. O'Connell, '38?"In process guaranteed for skating.
The hockey game tonight is fast
Added inducement is offered by assuming a social aspect. We hear
brief a Joyeaux Noel consists in being charitable toward everyone and two sets of prizes, compacts and that many a lass has accepted for
to wake up on Christmas morning cigarette cases bearing the college the sole purpose of seeing Fred and
Timmy in action. Tragic thought;
with the satisfaction that you have seal.
Sullivan,
Jr.,
make
?John
class
helped
somebody
presielse's
the
as both are doing the well-known
dent, has devised ingenious means ball and chain. Nevertheless it's
Christmas more cheery."
to outwit the insidious crashers and good for the gate receipts .
George VlcCormack. '38?"Christ. So,
his
system
should
mean
a
rebirth
declares
is
business
?and
spiritual
fool-proof?
mas
the best
to unfinished
and to have une sainte ardeur for no doubt that's why he and Mr. oi" the holiday wishes.
high ideals taught by Christ."

1 j

]

;

j

character.
Hundreds of
have appeared which statistically
chronicled the increased volume of
Post Office
Christmas shopping.
officials have fairly gloated over the
fact that more Christmas cards and
more Christmas packages have been
entrusted to the mails this year everything from a broken-down
bridge in Old Chelsea to a speakingthan ever before.
The average newspaper reader likeness of one's baby girl, but
must know fairly well by this time rarely anything so banal as a rehow many turkeys Boston will eat membrance of Bethlehem.
next Wednesday, and how many
The world is in a pretty bad way
Christmas trees have been imported when it begins to forget its feast
from the provinces to decorate the days.
When Christ is left out of
celebration. He is probably also Christmas, it becomes obvious that
aware that special theatrical perthe cries of alarmists must be heard.
formances and extraordinary night It is perfectly all right to exchange
club parties have been arranged for presents during this season and to
on
Christmas enjoy a thoroughly pleasant holihis consumption

j

articles

lishing a daily is a serious business
ami the publisher usually gives the
public what it wants. And the sad
thing' about this Christmas is that
the public does not appear to be
interested in Christmas as Christmas, but as a secular occasion for
jollity. The fact that Christ was
born some 1035 years has been overtlemen with whiskers, but generally
looked in the rush to finish one's it should consist in a spirit of wellgift buying and to send out en- being
and contentment with the
graved Christmas cards picturing

;

!

During the last few weeks there
has been plenty of Christmas news
published in the columns of the
metropolitan dailies, but it has been
Christmas news of a very peculiar

TABLOID

Dec. 17, 1929 . . . Succeeding
Paddy Creeden, John Dixon, rugged
varsity end for two seasons, is
unanimously elected football captain for the 1930 season.
Dec. 9, 1931 . . . Brig-Gen. Hugh
A. Drum, U. S. A., '98, is promoted
to the rank of Major-General of the
Fifth Corps Area, with headquarters at Fort Hayes, Columbus, Ohio.

Dec. 14, 1932 . . .Thespians of the
Boston College Dramatic Association present "Captain Applejack"
as the initial production at the
Repertory Theatre under the direction of Mr. James A. Walsh. Members of the cast include Frank Mulligan, '33; Raymond Belliveau, '35;
Louis Mercier, '36, and Edward
Merrick, '36.

.

.

.

A rumor is being bruited
around the corridors concerning
a group of undergraduates staging an entertainment and oneact play for the benefit of the
Regis year book
.
Nothing
official on that yet. however.
Walter Burke has been doing a
lot of B. C. dance business this
year. The Rev. F. X. Talbot,
S.J., of AMERICA, speaking at
the monthly meeting of the
Philomatheia Club last Friday,
lamented the lack of outstanding Catholic writers in the
United States. There are only
some 330 of them, though the
Catholics in the country num.
ber about twenty million .
Bob Curran is
Deplorable.
working as a chemist and Ray
Funchion is teaching in the
Danvers schools.
.

.

.

?T?

Mercier's story in the current
Christmas Stylus is hereby recom. . Frank Caggiano of
mended
the engineering staff has been a
great help to The Heights with
information lately . . .
.

?T?

Most of the boys are going to
spend the holidays in a quiet
fashion, although Dominic Rossi,
'39, plans to speak on the radio,
and Ben Fitzgerald is contemplatWe will
ing a trip to Miami. . .
be at home, ourselves, except for
midnight Mass at the Immaculate
Conception which we never miss.
.
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FROSH

EAGLES

STAR

MEET

FAVORS

INDIANS

u.s.

AT

EAGLE SPORTS

FOOTBALL

Horsfall Does Not Agree
With Press Correspondent
More Interesting for
Player

FAVORS TEAMWORK

Sessions With

Olympics Help
Eagle Icemen

on Individual
Canadian Game Depends May Overcome Setback
Denies
Caused by Lack of
of Practice
Performance
A week ago last Tuesday there
appeared in the Boston Traveler a
syndicated article by Henry McLemore proposing that, because of
its appeal to the spectator, more of
the Canadian game be introduced
into American football. He stated
that the Canadian game was much
more open, and placed a premium
on an individual's ability to swing
his hips past the opposing team
without the aid of interference.
The Heights, wishing to give the
students the real low-down on the
matter, sent a reporter to interview
Al Horsfall of Sherbrooke, Canada,
who has played both games and
who starred in the freshman backfield during the past season.
Al
stated that his views differed quite
a bit from those of the New York
columnist. He said that he was of
the opinion that American football
was more interesting both from the
spectator's and the player's stand-

point.

Mr. McLemore is mistaken, Al
declared, in his idea that Canadian
football was wholly a game of individual brilliance. Furthermore,
that he contradicts himself continually throughout the article, for the
Canadian backs are continually
lateralling back and forth after
they reach the line of scrimmage.
As a result, no one man receives
the glory for a long gain.
"I like American football because
it gives opportunity for more contact, it does not depend so much on
individual effort as on teamwork,"
is the way Al summed up his ideas
on the subject. Elaborating on this,
he stated that, in his opinion, the
essence of football is teamwork. In
the American game every man
comes into contact with an opponent
on every play. The Canadian rules
forbid any interference in front of
the ball carrier, and allow blocking
only between the two lines. As a
result, Al said, the great majority
of Canadian plays are end sweeps
with three or four laterals beingtossed. These plays are fine, and
exciting to watch, but as a steady
diet, become rather monotonous.
Whenever a line play is used, and
that is very seldom, it is expected
to gain only one or two yards, and
it is a rare occasion that it gains
much more than this. Usually a
heavy tackle is drawn out of the
line to pick up the necessary one or
two yards . . . and this is hardly
individual brilliance when a man
throws himself at the line as the
big bruisers used to do in the "good
old days" of American football.
Al believes that from the player's
point of view the contact of the
American game is much more thrilling than the eternal racing around
the ends and basketball-passing of
the Canadians. He also said that
the spectators would rather see a
well-executed off-tackle play, with
the runner cutting back through a
nice hole, shooting into the secondary defense, and there displaying his elusiveness, as happens
often in the American game. Al
pointed out that there is a much

THRUTHE

Darthmouth Sextet To Seek
Fourth Victory Of Season
Green Also After Revenge
for Setback Last
Season

GUIBORD, CAPTAIN

EYAGL'S

Believes American Football

ARENA

READY IN FORM
Reserve Defensemen Also

Show Considerable
Improvements

By CHARLIE IARROBINO

the
when it chose
tossed
FATE Dartmouth
Indians
the first
for
offer
C. sextet. The Green pucksters
an unwary Eagle
as

sour edge

an unopponents
always
stiff opposition and are a constant threat. At Hanover they
live for hockey. The keener the competition the better they

the
tested, green B.

Have Wone Three Contests
From Strong SemiPro Outfits

like it.
Hanover, N. H.
Dec. 19?The
The Indians are off to a good start in their twenty-one Dartmouth College hockey team
game schedule what with three healthy wins under their belts. journeys to Boston tomorrow to
They showed their scoring punch by decisively walloping Ber- meet Boston College at the Boslin, New Hampshire, in the opener and then by scalping the ton Arena. It will have a two-fold
Quebec Olympics and the Milleville Bruins for a total of 21 purpose in mind?to avenge the 3-2
?

points.

LINE-UPS TONIGHT
BOS.

COL.

DARTMOUTH
r.w., Guibord
Moore, c
c, Allen
McDonald, r.w 1.w., Costello
Walsh, l.d
r.d., Fitzpatrick
Burgess, r.d
1.d., Otis
Ready, g
g Cash
Boston College reserves:
Murphy, l.w

.

;

Conlon,

McDermott, Lowry,
Gleason, DiNatale, O'Callaghan, Zybell.
Dartmouth reserves: Mather,
Lewis, Riley, Butler, Bennett,
Faegre.

Face off at 8 P. M.

defeat suffered at the hands of the

Junior Bill Cash (no relation to Bob Cash or to spot cash) Eagles last year and to continue
has alloived only five goals by his sensational guarding of the this year's undefeated record by
much sought net.
running their string of victories to
The difficulty of securing' the
Eagles, their entire starting lineup is composed four straight.
Like
the
Arena for practice, has greatly reof veterans. We have one exception, Dick MacDonald. Only , Prospects of an undefeated seatarded the progress of the Eagles
three lettermen from last season's successful squad were lost son are bright, for the Indians will
forced to be content with three by graduation.
Another thing which makes Dartmouth hard send an all-veteran team headed by
thirty minute peroids a week the
that eight seniors are playing their last sea- Capt. Paul Guibord, "All Eastern"
to
beat
is
the
fact
Boston College mentor "Snooks"
colors
and they know it.
son
under
the
Green
League forward for the past two
Kelly has been hard pressed to asonly four aggressive seasons, onto the Arena ice.
squad
of
a
of
the
twenty-one
Out
semble a unit to face Dartmouth tosophomores were able to break into varsity competition. At
So far this season the wearers of
night.
wing the Indians sport a Holy Cross man who deserted the the Green have played only with
left
The scarcity of ice has forced the
he's semi-professional outfits. The first
Purple to play hockey at Hanover. Watch him in close
work
Eagles
?

?

to
out much harder iangerous.
game with the strong Berlin, N. H.,
than usual and the Arena has been
Added to the natural rivalry which exists between the two team was an 8-3 victory for the
the scene of many torrid sessions.
teams is the personal rivalry between Joe Walsh and defense- Hanoverians. The next sextet met
Last Sunday the Eagles scrim- man Fitzpatrick of Dartmouth. This rivalry began five years was an especially
strong semi-pro
maged the Olympics and the boys ago when Joe, playing
Rents Hill, first met Fitzpatrick in team from across the border, the
for
on both sides were hanging on to
the traditional classic with the old rivals from. Hebron Quebec Olympics. Here was the first
the boards at the end of the session. Academy.
test for the Indians and they proved
Greatly improved was the passing
Those practice sessions versus the Boston Olympics cer- their mettle and settled any and all
and team work of the first line and tainly have helped offset
the difficulties which result from the doubts as to their prowess by turntheir play making had the Olympic lack of practice time. The Olympic sextet, scheduled
to repre- ing the Olympics back 6-1.
goalie hard pressed.
sent these United States in the coming sports competition in
The third game was played with
Germany, is composed from the cream of the hockey stars in the Millville Bruins, a fast skating
Reserves Check Hard
these parts. Johnny Lax and Paul Rowe, late of Boston Uni- outfit. The big Green was not even
Another highlight was the imversity,
are two of the Olympic prominents.
pressed and merely glided to an
provement of the defense subeasy 7-1 win.
stitutes. Janusas and Di Natale READY TO GO
Other veterans started against
handed out plenty of hard checks to
The Eagles are ready and raring to go and as a result of the Maroon and Gold
the husky Olympic forwards. This
beside Capt.
their recent sessions should be well able to handle the best Guibord, who holds down
Olympic team is the one that will
the rightthe Indians can offer. That first line should prove equal to wing post, are Walt Allen, center
represent the United States in the
any Dartmouth can offer, or anyone else for that matter.
and regular
coming Olympics and represents the
year's sextet.
Dick MacDonald, playing his first game for the varsity, This is his on last
cream of the amateur players from
year of varsity
third
will have his work cut out for him. But he's capable. He
all sections of the country.
.hockey. He
especially fast and
showed that last season with the Frosh. Tim Ready and Fred an exceptionalis play
maker.
Tim Ready looked very good in Moore, playing their last season
for the Maroon and Gold, At left wing another
the aoal holding off the Olympic
veteran
should hit their peak.
holds sway, Jack Costello, a transthrusts.
i
No need to solicit support for this game. Any student that
fer from
misses it is due for a visit to a psychiatrist. As a matter of splendid Holy Cross. Costello is a
down the ice man, dangerany student that does not attend all the games should be
wider choice of plays in the Ameri- fact,
i
ous
across
the blue line and close to
up for non-support. Boston College hockey, definitely
can system, and this in itself should hauled
the net.
on
the
upgrade,
needs this support to make it a success.
make the game more interesting
Vincent Fitzpatrick, a senior who
If you'll think back a bit, you'll recall that support of hails
from the fan's seat in the stands.
from Walpole, Mass., is the
hockey in college circles went out with the depression. Well,
right defenseman. He is a letternot only has Prohibition been repealed, but prosperity has been
Safety Man Protected
man from last year. Vin is an esperedealed.
The depression is over ?so should the non-support cially rugged
point
Another
of Mr. McLemore's
individual, for he
was that the Canadian rules forbid of hockey.
parks 190 lbs. on his 5 ft. 11 inch
Talking
about
are
support
games
in the offing with
a tackier's coming within five yards
a hand checker and good
The one sure way of scheduling frame,
of the punt-receiver before lie catches Loyola College of Montreal.
stick handler and a dependable man
the ball.
Thus the spectator is this team is by regular student attendance at the games. The under fire.
handed thrill on thrill as the safety volume of attendance will determine tvhether or not guarantees Don Otis
and Bill Cash round out
man trys to elude a horseshoe of can be posted for a home agreement with this old Canadian
the sextet. Otis is a 6 ft. 1 inch
tacklers who race down the field rival.
Paul Haynes, star of Les Canadiens, friend of Joe Walsh, 200 lb. defense man, a tackle on the
without any fear of being taken
football team, and an honor man in
Paul, when the classroom.
out. Al said that the safety man is foremost advocate of this renewal of relations.
Cash is a letter man
is usually smothered after a gain in town a few days ago expressed his desire to see this game and will guard
the nets against the
back
on
the
schedule
as it was in 1928.
of two yards, or, if he manages to
He is an "aggressive"
Eagles.
When Pete Sanford played at center ice for the Eagles rather
lateral, the receiver is unceremonithan a "nonchalant" type of
in the golden years, Paul Haynes was opposite Pete whenback
ously grounded.
In
way,
this
goalie.
Eagles
ever
the
matched shots with the Loyola Maroon. Paul's
though the Canadians attempt to
Coach Herb Gill has a horde of
protect the safety man in the rules, brother is now Manager of Hockey at this Canadian Jesuit seasoned and dependable
reserves
the American safety man receives school.
to throw into the melee with the
more protection from his inter- DID YOU KNOW THAT
Eagles. Among the reserve forferers.
The Dartmouth game begins at 8.00 p.m. tonight.
. The wards are Leo Glynn, a former BosAl, commenting on the fact that new hockey stick which Joe Walsh sports is a gift of Paul ton Latin School star; "Red" Riley,
there were so many Americans Haynes. . . Students can sit in the center section of the Arena. former Deerfield Academy captain,
starring in Canadian football, said . . There will be no more of that watching the games
from the and Forrest Mather, whom Boston
that the reason was the fact that bowl sections. . . . There will be a cheering section. . .
Jack hockey fans will remember as an
American football requires as much has picked 10 men from which he will choose his relay quartets? outstanding schoolboy
star
at
ingenuity, and much more versa- Our Cinder Dust columnist Frank Delear turned in the five best Wellesley High.
The Canadians are more time trials of the week for Jack Ryder. . . Frank lapped the
tility.
For defensemen Coach Gill can
proficient in handling the ball from board oval in the
. He turned in a 35.5 for call on Gordon Bennett, the captime of 16.6.
fast
their wide use of laterals, but in the 300, a 56 for the quarter mile and range a
fast 2.07 in the tain-elect of football; Dick O'Hare,
all-around ability the Americans half mile.
. He'd better cut out column writing and seek a a 220 lb. three-year veteran who
clearly outclass the grid-men from place on the relay
team. . . It would save him a lot of plodding hails from Brighton, Mass.; and Al
across the border.
because he's our best two-miler.
Butler, the most improved player
?

?

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Crimlisk Looks
for Formidable
Freshman Six
Horsfall, Flynn, Coyne,
Riley Expected to Aid
Yearlings
Although they have had no practice to date, the Freshman hockey
squad promises to be formidable.
The squad of sixty, which has yet
to be cut, should give Coach Herb
Crimlisk the best team in years because of the large number of wellknown high and prep school lumi-

naries.
Among the better known candidates is Canada's Al Horsfall, who
became an Eagle after prepping at
Dean Academy. Others are: AllScholastic goalie Eay Coyne from
Arlington High in goal, Bill Flynn
of Lawrence Academy, and Ed Riley
of Medford High.
With
the coming of colder
weather, the team will have outside
ice on which to practice during the

Christmas

holidays.

SEVERAL STARS
FROM BRIGHTON
The little town of Brighton, in
the shadow of the Heights, has furnished many stellar hockey players
to aid the fast and experienced Boston College Sextet.
Foremost is Captain Fred Moore,
who goes into action against the
Dartmouth Indians tonight.
Another member of the stellar
group is Jocko Conlon, left wing.
Jocko has also played for 3 years in
high school.
Peter Murphy, often referred to
as the mighty "atom" is a tireless,
flashy skater who knows how to

handle his stick.
on the squad, who is pressing the
regulars hard for a starting posi-

tion,

There is a wealth of goal tending
material waiting for Gill's nod.
Foremost of these is Bob Faegue,
last year's Freshman captain; Charlie Wiggin, a junior, who is serving
his first year on the squad, and
Bob Hall, a sophomore.
Such a formidable array of stick
wielders and puck chasers is enough
to give any team the jitters, and
if the spirit of the Indians is any
criterion, they should at least turn
in a win over the Eagles.
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Encouraging

Maroon and Gold Six Opens
Hockey Schedule Tonight;
Faces Strong Green Sextet

Freshman Outfit
Will Bolster 1936
Football Squad

Indians Out to Avenge
Last Year's Defeat by
Eagle Six

Grid Outlook
For Next Year

Prepared to Meet Indians

Strong

HARD SCHEDULE

STARTERS LOST

Real Opposition

Once again the B. C. Eagle leaves
its nest on the Heights, with an
ieey challenge, as it goes forth to

Five of the starters in the Holy
Cross game will receive their sheepskins in June?Tom Brennan, stellar
fullback; Pat Avery, one of the best
defensive backs to represent B. C.
in the last decade; Paul Flaherty,
the forward passing- star, and his

Gintoff may be changed back to
a halfback berth because of his
weight, speed and all-around effi-

ciency. In this event Jimmy Cuff,
the "pepper box" signal caller, will
make a strong bid for the quarterback berth. Cuff is a crafty field
general, a cool passer and kicker,
and is especially adept at running
back punts.

the Hockey Wars.

Walsh,
The Boston College hockey team which faces Dartmouth in the Arena tonight: left to right,
defense; McDonald, right wing; Capt. Moore, center; Ready, goal: Burgess, right defense; Murphy,

left

Herb Crimlisks
Second Season
as Frosh Coach

wing.

Hockey Mentor

Wealth of Backs
the other backfield posts Former Eagle Hockey Star
there are such seasoned performPlayer on College
ers as Tillie Ferdenzi, the mighty
mite; Bill Huxley, Walter Bryan,
Independents
Wally LePieszha, Ollie Laßonde.
Tom Guinea will show a clean
pair of heels to any and all oppoFor its second season the freshnents once he manages to slip his man hockey squad will be in the
180-odd pounds past the line of capable hands of "Herb" Crimlisk.
scrimmage. These veterans will be
"Herb" is a dynamic leader and is
augmented by such promising Freshdirectly responsible for the reormen as Al Horsfall, Ira Jivelikian ganization of hockey here at the
and Herb Mallard, who will be re- Heights. When "Herb" matriculated
membered by the Holy Cross frosh the Eagles were not represented on
because of his bone crushing the ice, so he found a few allies
blocks; Art Allen, the Newport and organized an independent team.
"SNOOKS" KELLEY
speed merchant; Aldrec Richard This club had outstanding success
and Walter Belecegvicz.
and "Herb" was an outstanding
Horsfall, a 190 lb. Dean Academy light in each contest.
product, is counted on to take over
He graduated in '34 and conseTom Brennan's vacated fullback poquently was unable to represent
sition.
his Alma Mater last winter, when
Such capable ends as Jim Cahill, hockey was officially recognized by
veteran and star of the season just the college.
He
coached last
finished; Bob Cash, a 195 lb. vet- year's strong frosh outfit and deeran, and John Kozlowski, another veloped some fine prospects for
190 lb. veteran, will have to battle "Snooks" Kelley.
with the finest of Freshman end
"Herb" is going to law school Captain St. Pierre Heads
material ever to come to the varand it is only by a great sacrifice of
sity. Foremost of these are Fred
Veteran Group of
time that he can coach the freshMartowski, Dean Academy and men.
He expects a successful seaFoilsmen
Waltham product; Ed MacFadden,
view of the fine prospects he
son
in
Fay,
a rangy 195 lb. lad; Jim
forhas received from various high
mer North Quincy High School capIn 1936 Boston College Fencing
school and prep schools.
tain, and Tony Palumbo of St.
Team shows signs of being one of
John's Prep.

Fencing Squad

Season
Anticipates Excellent

Veterans in Line

Tom
pounder from
Lexington,
Buckley and Jerry O'Callaghan,
who carts about 212 lbs. on his 6:4inch frame.
In this department
also the Freshman team will contribute much promising material in

Toomey and Duggan, all big and
heavy.
The fight for the center post
promises to be a merry battle between Vin Keough, 1935 regular;
Jim "Butch" Kissel, of Nashua,
N. H., and Ralph Worth, 212 lb.
frosh center, and his team-mate,
185 lb. Jim Sheehan, former Bridgton Academy captain. Hugo Blandori is another veteran who is pure
to be heard from in the battle for
the regular center berth.

,

;

the persons of John Murray, a 200
Imagine Team
lb. Dorchester High star; Jack ConCoach
nolley, 211 lb. product of
Looking to the opening game
Whalen at Lynn Classical; Bill against Centre next Sept. 26th, let
"Lefty" Flynn, 190 lb. Lawrence us imagine a 1936 starting team.
Academy star of a few years ago, Suppose Jim Cahill and Dan Macand Dave Walsh, another Maiden Fadden are at the ends; Andy Domand St. John's Prep star.
inick and Ossie Gilman are at the
tackles; Paul Sweeney and Alex
Many Guards
The Eagles will be especially well Pszenny plug the holes at guard,
In
fortified at guard. Two regulars, and Ralph Worth is at center.
Tony
Di
suppose
the
Paul
backfield
Pszenny
and
Capt.-elect Alex
Dinny Zaitz, the Natali is at quarter, Gintoff and
Sweeney, return.
225 lb. "Russian" guard, will be eli- Bryan at halfback, and Horsfall at
gible for next year. Ray Perrault, fullback. This group would possess
a 195 pounder and letterman, also everything?speed, weight and fight
returns. Three Freshmen will be in ?and if they are ever the regulars,
the thick of this battle for the next September, just watch them
guard positions. They are Holland, go.

Young Varsity
Hockey Coach
Fiery Leader

For

In the line there is a multitude of
heavy and experienced veteran maTwo
regular
terial returning.
tackles, 216 lb. Andy Dominick and
210 lb. "Jumbo" Gilman, will be
back, as will John Janusas, 195-

and

a

Golfer

Clarkson, Princeton, Brighton Boy Developed
Saints, B.U. Offer
Hockey Skill at

Brennan, Avery, Furbush,
Flaherty and Galligan
Graduate in June

capable receiver, Ed Furbush, and
the garantuan Ted Galligan, at left
tackle. This leaves open three backfield positions and two positions in
the line. There are capable reserves
left, however, to fill these positions.
In the backfield Tony DiNatali
will be back, together with Pete
Shannon, Fella Gintoff and Jimmy
Cuff, the latter two from the undefeated Freshman club, to battle it
out for the signal calling job.

Eagle Captain
Also Gridman

the strongest fencing units to represent B. C. in years. In the practice sessions under the excellent
guidance of Coach John Roth (who,
incidentally, is one of the foremost

masters in the United
today), both veterans and
varsity candidates are manifesting
remarkable form for this period of
fencing
States

the season.
Among the veterans, Capt. St.
Pierre has proved that he has not
lost that lightning dexterity with
the epee, with which he distinguished himself the past two years.
Carmody, a sword and saber man,
will undoubtedly give an excellent
account of himself as previously.
Coach Roth has steadily developed
the native ability which Thomas
O'Neil, a veteran, has displayed to
surprising degree in his workouts.

O'Neil and Austin Brewin, another member of the varsity, due to
their broad stature and agility, are
to carry out the sabre assignments
Another
in varsity competition.
promising candidate, Mark Dalton,
commendable
has shown highly
adeptness with the epee. His extra-

Capable
Puck-Handler
"Snooks" Kelley Once on
Eagle Sextets
One of the youngest coaches in
collegiate circles, the Eagle mentor,
is a fiery, aggressive leader, admired by all his boys and highly
respected by the rivals of his pro-

fession.
Coach "Snooks" Kelly is a standout from the golden era of B. C.
hockey immortals, when the Eagles
reached such supreme height in the
rink that they often outdrew the

Boston Latin

PLAYS CENTER

Was All-Scholastic
Both Football

in

Tonight at the Arena it enand
counters the Dartmouth Indians,
who last year were chased back to
Hockey
the Hanover hills, while carrying on
their belts no Eagle plumes, but a
Fred Moore of Brighton is capdefeat at the hands of this same
tain
of this year's strong Maroon
Eagle.
and Gold hockey team. In the past
Teachers College Next
two years he has shone as center on
Following this game it meets on
the varsity sextet and on his FreshJan. 2, State Teachers College,
man
club he was also outstanding.
which, though somewhat unheralded
Fred conies from Brighton. He
and little heard of, nevertheless is
bringing a formidable array of spent his early years at Boston
hockey players, including a whole Latin School. Here he starred for
veteran team. On Jan. 10, the first four years in hockey, earning an
all-scholastic berth in his senior
game with B. U. takes place.
He also led the Boston
B. U. has lost their high scoring year.
twins, Lax and Rowe, together with school's hockey league in scoring.
Nickerson, a star goalie. As usual, In football Fred played guard and
On the
they have a good team this year, fullback for three years.
losing to that great Princeton team offense he cleared the way for the
by a score of only 5-4. Those who ball carrier as a guard, and on the
attended the B. U. games last year defense he plugged holes, backing
know how fiercely they are fought up the line as a fullback. He added
and no one can tell you better than another all-scholastic rating to his
Tim Ready, who still bears the collection, in his senior year remarks of those games on his face, ceiving that honor for his outstandmarks he received in his heroic and ing work in football.
spectacular tending of the B. C
Coming to the Heights, Fred
cage in making 39 out of 40 saves. played regularly at center on both
the Freshman hockey and football
Northeastern Weakened
teams. He was especially outstandNortheastern comes to the Arena ing in hockey for his skating and
on Jan. 14 and presents a comparastick-handling ability. In High and
tively green team, furthered weakJunior he continued his fine perened by the loss of their captain, formance in hockey. It is interestwho resigned recently.
ing to note that he has started
Next to answer the challenge of every game for the last two years
the Eagle on Jan. 17 will be the en- at center. In all, he has starred.
gineers of Technology who, unfor- Fred is at his best when his own
tunately, have lost all their games, team has one or two men off the
They are sure to improve under the ice. He is an expert at snagging
direction of George Owen, former the puck, and at making himself a
Bruin defense man and behind the nuisance in the eyes of the opposileadership of Paul Daley, who after tion. He has also played football
being elected captain of last year's and golf for these last two years.
team was injured so seriously that
Fred believes that if his team can
he had to remain in the hospital for
handle Dartmouth tonight they will
10 months. He was told by his docgo on to an extremely successful
tor that if he ever played hockey
season.
again he might lose the use of his
two legs. Paul answered the call
to arms, however, and reported for
the team. He's giving all he has

professionals.
"Snooks" graduated from B. C. in
'28. He was an assistant manager,
but not satisfied with the way his
classmates were playing, so he went
out himself and clinched the center
ice position. A very fast skater
and a clever, aggressive stick-handler, he was always a relentless forward. He still performs well on
the blades and often behumbles his for Tech.
fast-stepping collegians in practice
Junior Week Attraction
sessions.
Junior Week has for one of its
chief attractions a game between
Offered Services
our own Eagle and Clarkson Tech,
When the Eagles formed an inInter-Collegiate National champions
dependent club, "Snooks" heard the
of last year, called by a rival coach
call and offered his services gratis. the greatest college hockey team
This independent outfit was so suche has ever seen.
cessful that B. C. officially recogJan. 30 offers a return game with
hockey
again
nized
once
and was
Northeastern, followed by second
wise enough to retain "Snooks" as
with B. U. and Tech on Feb.
coach. Last year the Eagles were games
very successful on the ice and won 4 and 8 respectively.
Then the Eagle really soars, disix out of nine, with Brown, Colits flight towards Princeton,
recting
gate and Dartmouth among the defeated. In private life "Snooks" is New Jersey, there to meet the
Princeton Tiger and to redeem ita very popular principal of a gramself after a defeat last year. I sinmar school in Cambridge.
that B. C. was every
This year is the second under cerely believe
the new regime and prospects are bit as good as Princeton but, due
to practice facilities, they had the
very bright.
edge.
Have Own Arena
ordinary reach and deftness in hanAs you probably know they have
dling a light weapon have advanced their own Arena, a large stone
him to a prominent position on the building right on the campus, next
squad.
to the baseball field. They practice
Langenfeld, a Sophomore, hav- 2 and 3 hours each day and all day
ing competed in Freshman, has con- if they like.
tinued to show improvement and
The Eagles then return to Boston
will be a factor to be considered in to play the rubber game with B. U.
the final selection of the varsity on Feb. 14. St. Anslems (that hard
team members.
checking, smooth passing aggregaThe enthusiasm and strong com- tion from New Hampshire) makes
petitive spirit on the Freshman its bid to knock the Eagle off its
fencing squad makes it impossible high perch on Feb. 18.
to single out any particular memThe Eagle journeys to Providence
bers for individual mention.
to match its power against the

HOCKEY SCHEDULE
TO BE ARRANGED
Will Probably Include
Last Year's Frosh
Opponents

Though no definite schedule has
been released, the Freshman hockey
team will probably have a busy season. At the present writing the
teams, which will probably be
played, are Phillips Andover, St.
Mark's School, Groton School, Pomfret School, Exeter and Lawrence
Academy. Prospects are bright for
with
Boston University
games
frosh, M. I. T. frosh, and New
Prep.

An official schedule is expected to
be released in the very near future.
Brown Bear, which was victor and
victim in the two games last year.
The season closes on March 7. It
is only right it should end with a
bang-up game and it will, for the
Red Raiders of Colgate come on
here from New York to avenge the
defeat they received here last year
when the Eagle bulged the twine
with gay abandon in sinking four
goals.

The boys start tonight and they
are going to start with a victory.
"JOCKO" CONLON.
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Hockey Squad

HEIGHTS

7
No Holidays for
Trackmen

Part of Squad in Workout

To-night
Victory
Predicts

The

Captain Moore Asserts
Team Is Confident of
Winning

work-out on the board track
Jack Ryder's capable

supervision.

At times, unless Fortune
smiles on them, they will be
forced to shovel off their track
before they can use it. No obstacle seems too great for
them to overcome. If any of
the students happen to take a
postman's holiday, they will
see the members of the track
squad doffing their sweat suits
and taking time trials in their
shorts ? with the mercury
floating amount zero! That
takes what
is
commonly
known as intestinal fortitude.

Assures That Practice
With Olympics Has
Been Useful
BY FRED MOORE
say
To
the Boston College hockey
team will open a successful season
against Dartmouth at the Arena tonight is merely the expression of
an opinion, which is held by every
member of the Eagle's squad.
The players are extremely confident this year's team can hold its
own with any club that appears on
the fairly difficult schedule, but
realize the stiffest opponent will be
met tonight.
This, however, is not because they

consider the Indians from Hanover
a better sextet than such teams as
B. U., Clarkson Tech and Princeton,
which also appear on the schedule,
but because these Indians, with
three games under their belts, will
be met in the Eagles' opener.
Opener Is Toughest
The opening game in hockey has
always been one of the toughest
to hurdle. However, the home contingent has engaged in four scrimmage sessions with the Boston
Olympics, a powerful amateur team
comprised of the majority of players who will represent the United
States in hockey at the coming
Olympic games in Germany, and
are set to hit on all fours to jump
the first game difficulties with a

win.
The Eagles have shown, in the
pre-season practice, that their best
asset is in the defense department,
where veterans Joe Walsh and Jack
Burgess hold forth at the points,
the
impenetrable Timothy
and
Ready in the net.

Eagles Ready
For this reason the Eagles are
ready for Dartmouth tonight since
the defensive part of the team will
receive most of the action, what
with the big Green having every
member of their strong aggregation
last year back in the fold this winter, besides several sophomore stars.
However, the success of our team
this season also will rely on the
backing it is given by the student
body.

With the new hoods issued from the inner sanctum of Joe Lemmonville, this group of track aspirants
more like a crowd of Russian refugees on the run into Poland. If you look closely, however,
you may find such artists as Art Cox, Tom McFarland, Ed Kickham, John King, George McCormack
seem

among

others.

Frosh Schedule
For Track Not

Jack Ryder Has Varsity Meets
Coached Eagle Arranged For

Yet Complete

Teams 16 Years Indoor Season

So Far Nine Have Been
Arranged for Winter
Meets Indoors

Famous for His Relay Three Trips Include Our
Squads Which Have
Annual Meet at
Led Nation
Orono, Maine

The freshman track schedule, although not completed as far as
dates are concerned, will be one of
the best ever arranged for a fresh
track team. Nine meets have been
arranged, and others are pending.
The plebes will open on January
11 with Northeastern. Jan, 18 they
will meet the M. I. T. frosh. One
week later they will compete in the
Boston K. of C games. The B. A. A.
meet follows on February 8, and the
University Club meet will be held
on March 21.
The freshmen will also be entered
in the Y. M. C. A. games, and the
New England at Providence. The
U. of N. H. frosh will journey down
here sometime during the Spring.
A meet at St. John's Prep has been
arranged, but as yet no date has
been set for it, and a meet with
Exeter is on the fire.

HOCKEY TICKETS
Students may purchase cutrate tickets for the EagleDartmouth hockey game at
They are
the A. A. office.
$.40.
priced at

By FRANK DELEAR, '36

Mentor Jack Ryder snapped the
proverbial whip over his charges
last Friday when he held a series of
time trials for practically all the
varisity and freshmen relay candidates ?although the weather was
cold and windy the performances in
general were satisfactory for initial

trials.
*

Don McKee's half mile in 2:04.1
was the best effort over that distance?incidently Don's time should
have been well under 2:04 for on
the second lap he had the misfortune to collide with a fellow who
was jogging- too close to the pole?
he also lost some more time when
he became confused in his count of
the laps.
*

*

*

Art Cox turned in the next best
half when he stepped the route in
Malone, Downey and
Hines trailed in that order in respective times.

2:04.2 ?Gill,

*

*

*

Track Coach

JACK RYDER

Trackmen To
Attack Records
On New Track
Most

Marks Were Set
by Present Eagle
Luminaries

With the indoor track season
hard upon us, the question arises as
to what's what and who's who on
our own board track.
The old ten lap flat-track that
was used two seasons ago has since
been broken up into kindling wood;
and the records run up on it, such
as the 33.7, 300 and the 51.4-5
quarter by Frank Hussey and Bill
McKeel respectively, stand in the
record book never to be challenged
again.
Last year with the advent of the
new twelve-lap banked track came
the establishing of new records for

to Red Gill's 52.4 of a few days it.
The 15.3 one-lap record is held
previous?the track record, set last
year by Don McKee, is 52 flat.
jointly by Eddie Cady and Bill
*
*
Parks. However, Parks ran this
Others who turned in creditable record time after he had graduated.
times which establish them as con- This record is likely to stand for a
tenders for berths on the mile team long time.
Eddie Cady, the best dash man
are: MacFarland, O'Leary, Burrill.
and Kelley?Ed Cady, who was not on the squad, turned in the best 300
timed Friday, must also be con- time on the new track. His record
sidered.
time was 33.1 flat.
The fastest quarter, .52 flat, was
The freshman mile team should run by Don McKee.
approach the feats of last year's
Red Gill and Don McKee have
Ford, Allen, both gone the 600 route in the fast
star outfit?Cronin,
Johnson and Russell are all show- time of 1.15 which is the record for
ing up very well?Allen, who has that distance on the new track.
only been training a little over a
Downey holds complete sway over
week, should be the fastest quarter- the middle distant records, having
miler on the team when he gets into run the 880 in 2 minutes flat and
condition ?he is a former Rhode the % of a mile in 3.15.
Island interscholastic 440 yard
All these times are subject to imchamp.
provement, and since all holders of
*
*
the record times are back, they are
Buster Bill Malone, who wants to developing steadly each day. The
run on the two-mile team, seems to records are in danger. Eddie Cady,
be a better bet for the mile team? Red Gill, Joe Kelley, Downey, Ben
on last Monday he ran a quarter in Hines, and Don McKee are the men
53 flat?the second fastest made on to watch when it comes to shatthe boards this year.
tering records.

I

John King, the South Boston Cyclone, led the quarter-milers with a
53.5 performance?this is very close

Wealth of Quarter-Milers
Assures Capable Relay
Team

SPRINT STARS
Has All-Around Strength
Necessary for Successful
Season
This

year's

freshman

track squad

seems, at least on paper, to be a
very well-balanced outfit
possessing
promising
talent in practically
every event, from the dashes to the
two mile. However, a hasty glance
reveals that while it does not possess such individual performers as
last year's team of Cady, Kelley,

Gill, King, Cox, MacFarland, Roach,

Cinder Dust

*

individuals who

under

STIFF OPPONENT

*

hardy

comprise the track team are
Riving up their whole vacation
in order to whip themselves
into shape for the opening of
the indoor season early in
January. Every day during
(he Christmas holidays, except
Sundays, the boys will journey to the Heights for a

Well Balanced
Yearling Team
Is Promising

*

*

and Scannell, nevertheless its all
around strength will probably carry
it through a successful season.
Frank Zeimetz, the former Boston
English flash, should become a real
threat to any freshman sprinter as
soon as he gets accustomed to college methods of running.
Zeimetz,
during his senior year at English,
was undefeated in all his races
both indoor and out. Johnson and
Burr are also very fine sprinters.

Allen, Quarter Mile Champ
The quarter mile will be well
taken care of by Arthur Allen, who
last year won the Rhode Island in-

There is no other track coach in
The indoor track schedule, as anthe country who can boast of so fine nounced by Manager Bill Hayward, terscholastic 440 yard
title. The
a record for developing runners as calls for seven meets, with four freshmen boast two very promisthe Maroon and Gold mentor, Jack dates still open. Three of the seven ing middle distance
runners in John
Ryder.
already announced are trips to New Cronin
of Arlington and Jerry RusYork for the trackmen, and one is a sell of Providence. Cronin
Succeeding Bob Fowler, a maraholds
thoner of note years ago, Mr. Ryder trip to Orono, Me.
several records at Arlington High
The indoor session for the Macame to the Heights in the fall of
while Russell last year won the Na1919, the same year that also roon and Gold runners will open on tional Prep School 1000 yard chambrought Major Cavanaugh here as January 25 when the K. of C. pionship in the Madison Square
football coach. The rejuvenation of games are held in the Boston Gar- Garden. John Powers and Ford,
athletics that followed under the den. A week later they journey to both quarter-milers, and Ray Unthe big city for the Millrose A. C.'s
tutelage of this famous duo is now
derwood, who should develop into
annual
meet in the Madison Square a
tradition.
good miler or two miler, are
Garden. On February 8 the B. A. A. others who
will probably gather
At that time Jack was coaching will
hold its annual affair, probably many points for the Eaglets
this
the B. A. A. foot racers, an avoca- in
the Boston Garden. Feb. 15 and season.
tion which he still pursues, although
Feb. 22 are still open.
The team will, without a doubt,
the club itself is now defunct.
On Feb. 29 the trackmen make
be strong in the field events. The
Flis first great protege at Boston
their second trip to New York, this work
College was "Jake" Driscoll, whose
of Louis De Pass, former B. C.
time for the I. C. 4 A meet in the
High all around athlete, should
feats on the cinders are known to Madison Square emporium.
March
every undergrad in the school. Folprove invaluable in a dual meet.
7 is open, and on March 14 two
De Pass will compete in the high
lowing Driscoll came George Lermeets are scheduled. The meet with
jump, broad jump, pole vault, javmond, now a lieutenant in the army the University of Maine at
Orono, elin
and at that time a two-miler.
throw, discus, and hurdles, so
and the K. of C. games in New
Lermond made the Olympic team York are both scheduled for this that, if he should happen to have a
in 1934, being then a junior at the date. However, the U. of M. meet real good day some time, a track
college, and ran the five thousand may be changed to one of the open meet would be on the ice without
meters in Amsterdam that summer. dates. On March 21 the University the remainder of the team even
More recently, by the way, he was a Club will holds its meet at the Bos- donning a uniform. Then there is
participant in the steeplechase at ton Garden, and the wearers of the high jumper John L. Sullivan who
the Olympics of 1932, held in Los Maroon and Old Gold will be pres- hails from Connecticut and holds
several championships. Six feet,
Angeles.
ent in full force.
two inches is his best performance
About 1921 and '22 began to apand he probably won't have to go
pear the famous two-mile relay
premier high hurdler of any higher than that to clinch first
teams which produce annually the rates as a
places in all his meets this season.
miracle moments of the indoor sea- the east.
Dick
Gill,
a
sophomore,
his
proved
Sullivan is also a natural pole
son.
In 1928 Jack was appointed
coach of the five thousand and ten talents for middle distance racing vaulter and did over ten feet on his
Shelvey, a pole
thousands meter entries of the early last year and has been im- first attempt.
ever
proving
since.
Joe
anhas
been
credited with
Kelly,
vaulter
who
American Olympic team which enjoyed a successful campaign across other sophomore, and whose home 11 feet, may join the team later in
is in Utica, N. Y., is the first Bos- the season. Zeimetz, in addition to
the seas.
Later came Bob Jordan, who an- ton College sprinter to break ten his sprinting, is also probably the
chored the great two-mile relay seconds since the days of Frank best broad jumper on the squad.
Frank Delear.
team of 1932.
Don Fleet, another Hussey, an Olympic speedster.
stellar middle distance man, was
also a member.
Lest one forget the field event
men developed, one need go no furW
ther than Dmitri Zaitz, who placed
in the intercollegiates last year and,
according to the boys who ought to
know, looms as the shot-putting

I

Have You Remembered

if

1

the Poor

I

'37. Kg
intercollegiate
champ
of
j§ i
"Dimmy," under Ryder's wing, may
be Berlin-bound this coming summer if the stars point aright.
The outstanding characteristic of
Ryder's coaching is, however, the
ability to produce world-beaters out
of previously inexperienced athletes.
A few examples of lads who first
went out for their first track competition in college, and now are
stars are Kickham, Gill and Kelley.
Captain Ed Kickham of this year's
team first went out for the squad as
a loose-limbed freshman, undecided |
as to which event to concentrate on. |
Today, as a senior with only three
years of competition behind him, he

|

|
I
I

I

i
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Christmas?
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Clothing, Food or Toys may be left by Boston College students in the Music Club's
room, next to the Heights office in the
Tower Building.
Packages will be received for distribution
to poor families in Boston, up to

Jj§
J
|

p

I

MONDAY NIGHT

1

Don't miss this opportunity to bring some of
your Christmas joy to those less fortunate.

f
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Academy Sets Students Hear
Date For Play Special Concert

Freshman Football Champions

Title Won By
Freshman

'G'

"Bourgeois
Given
tilhomme"
Moliere's
to
Be
GenState Symphony Orchestra
Plays Before Capacity

Section Takes Last Game
of the Fall Tournament
From Section "E" at

March 19

The date of March 10, 1936, has
been set for the French academy's
presentation of "Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme," Moliere's famous comedy, it was announced yesterday by
M. Andre G. de Beauvivier, the

Alumni Field
CHARMS AWARDED

academy's faculty director.
The comedy, which is to be given
in the original French by members
of the academy and of the Junior
Philomatheia Club, will be played
on the stage of the library auditorium.

Freshman Dean Plans
Hockey Schedule for
Sections This Winter
Freshman Section G became the
intermural touch football champions
Of the class of 1939, when they won
Freshman Section G football team, which fought to
the final game of the fall tournaintramural
football pack yesterday morning in a 6-0
ment yesterday morning, defeating
Section E, 6 to 0, at Alumni Field.
The game was a play-off of Wednesday afternoon's contest, when the
two teams battled to a 6-6 overtime
tie that had to be called finally because of darkness. It was the most
hard-fought freshman game of the
season, and the frozen turf of
Amazing
Feats
Hillbrunner
Reveals now consists of a one hundred watt
Alumni Field made the footing none President
continuous wave transmitter, a 56too good.
00 megacycle transmitter and reof
the
winning
The members
team
ceiver used for telephonic and teleScience
Performed in
were awarded charms. Both Secoperations, a superhetrotions, G and E, had impressive recBuilding Headquarters graphic
dyne, short-wave received that can
F,
E
they
ords when
met.
defeated
handle calls on all amateur bands.
26 to 0, and L, 37 to 6. G claimed
(An amateur band is not a group
The
student
at
Boston
average
victories over H, 6 to 0, B, 12 to 6,
of
newly adept instrumentalists
and B. S. in Biology, 6 to 0. The College looks very much askance at
playing
together for the first time,
inhabit
the
Ragentlemen
who
freshman intermural football was the
but is simply the area on which an
quarters
dio
Club's
on
the
second
played in tournament form, with
floor of the Science Building. Why amateur operator is allowed to
the survival of the fittest.
work.) The Rev. J. A. Tobin, S.J.,
anyone would wish to talk to someThe line-ups:
in
and
receive
the director of the organization,
body
Roxbury
West
Section E : McSherry, Lyons, G.
plans to augment the present
Donovan, F. Donovan, Henneberry, their reply in international code has
equipment with some ultra-modern
just
over
a
radio
that
as
easmight
Kyan, Fuce, Lawler, Horton, Barily be tuned in on Grace Moore or machines in the near future.
rett, MacDonald, Luddy.
Paul
Whitenian is one of the quesSome of the contacts made by the
McCue,
StanSection G: Murphy,
But members have been most interesttions
hitherto unanswered.
ton, Nagle, Swift, Boylan, Connor,
there is an answer.
The call signal W-IPR has
ing.
Lloyd, Casey, Hanlon, Kelley, McThere
is
an undeniable thrill in been heard and answered in almost
Ginnis.
all parts of the world. Just at
Because of the success of inter- the knowledge that you are sending
the club is eagerly attemptpresent
into
the
ether
and
that
your
voice
mural football this fall, the dean of
you are very apt to receive a reply ing to establish communication with
freshmen, is planning a hockey schesame mysterious route. the Rev. John Blatchford, S.J., who
dule for the 1939 sections during through the
almost miraculous to is stationed in Jamaica, B. W. I.
It
would
seem
January and February.
A rink
see
a
contact
with some Father Blatchford has some friends
established
that
be
will be provided, and all
will
operator in Poland in Jamaica who operate an amateur
amateur
radio
freezing
weather.
needed will be
or Paraguay by one of the members station and they have talked with
of the club who has nothing else W-IPR on several occasions. Fato do for five or ten minutes. And ther Blatchford, however, was not
SODALITY
FRESHMAN
then there is always the chance that present at these conversations; in
WILL HEAR SENIORS W-IPR will be called upon to relay fact, when he is free, the club memnews of nation of world-wide imbers are all in class?or should be.
portance.
As, for instance, they
The club holds its meetings every
Prominent senior and junior so- have
been prepared to do during Thursday afternoon, and the gathcialites are expected to address the several of the trans-oceanic flights ering is addressed by either Father
sophomore-freshman sodality dur- and during
some of the recent Tobin or Mr. Frank M. Gager of
ing the second semester, according earthquakes.
There is a very the Physics departments. The lecto the report of the director, the definite
appeal in the operation of tures deal with subjects pertinent
Rev. Thos. J. M. Quinn, S.J.
an amateur radio station that is the to the successful passing of the
In past years the senior-junior efficient cause of
the Boston College operator's examination. At the last
sodality, under the direction of the Radio Club.
regular weekly meeting Mr. Gager
Rev. Michael J. Harding, S.J., has
spoke on the Hartley oscillator, its
of
the
club
to
purpose
The
is
loaned high-ranking members of
practicability and use. This year
student
interest
and knowldevelop
their sodality to speak to the fresh- edge in practical
and modern appli- the organization will break the run
man-sophomore sodality. This year
radio
telegraphy
cations of
and tel- of regular gatherings with an inis expected to prove no exception, ephony. The training is arranged formal "get-together" on Januarj
according to Father Quinn.
to prepare the members for the 22, with the faculty advisors in
The purpose of the society is to government
examination for a li- attendance.
promote veneration of the Blessed
to operate an amateur radio
cense
The spirit behind the work is
Virgin Mary. In pursuit of this,
station.
members,
earnest, although pleasant
Several
includvery
Father Quinn is giving short talks
ing A. Francis Hillbrunner, the enough. There is a contagiousness
sodality
at every meeting of the
on
president, are already licensed op- in the interest and most of the
some specific point of the nature of
erators.
John J. Driscoll, vice- members have joined the club after
the Mother of God.
president, is to take the examina- only one visit to the clubroom. The
of
the
The officers
freshmanshortly. In order to pass, the work is very constructive and is
sophomore sodality for this year tion
applicant must be able to send or the logical pursuit of the student
are: James M. Dailey, '38, Prefect;
receive ten words a minute in inter- who would follow Physics further
John P. Quinn, '38, Vice-Prefect; national code,
to know the rule gov- than the regular curricular course
William T. Burgoyne, '38, Secreerning amateur operations, various can take him.
If you have any
tary, and William T. Brennan, '38,
circuits, to explain various applica- tendency toward radio work, you
Treasurer.
tions and a great factual knowledge will be gladly received by the direcregarding all the aspects of radio. tors of the club. A visit, at least,
The original equipment installed to the club quarters is well worth
B.C. Clubs to Give
through the kindness of William while. Who knows, you might find
W. Roxbury Program Cardinal O'Connell, Archbishop of yourself talking to your Uncle Tom
Boston, when the club was organ- in County Cavin, where he is dabized in 1919, has been replaced by bling in radio and writing a book
The Boston College musical clubs more modern sets. The apparatus on conditions.
will be featured in a joint concert
and dance sponsored by the B. C.
club of West Roxbury, January 22,
1936. The concert will be held
from 8 to 10 P. M. and the dancingwill go from 10 P. M. until mid-

The cast

William Miller, Francis Roland,
J. Robert Brawley, James J. Deary
and John Roche have been appointed to the committee in charge.
The affair will be held in the
auditorium of the Washington
Irving School in West Roxbury.
The price has not as yet been determined.
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Philomatheia Ball
FULL DRESS SUITS
Style

?

Service

Special Discount

E. 1. V.

?

for

Sanitation

as

follows:

B.C. High, With 99 Students, Leads; Boston
English,
Latin
and
High,
Somerville
St.
John's Prep Follow

M. deßeauvivier
Mme. Jourdain....Miss Helen Cronin
Nicole (servant)
Miss Helen Chartier
La Marquise....Miss Catherine Cutle
Lucile
Miss Lucile Lamoureux
Maitre de Danse....Henry Dean, '38
Maitre de Musique
Charles Donelan, '38
Maitre d'Amies..Will O'Connell, '38

Before

appreciative

an

capacity

audience in the library auditorium,
yesterday afternoon, the WPA Symphony Orchestra of 60 pieces gave
a special Christmas concert under
the direction of S. G. Braslavsky.
For its opening number the orchestra presented Tschaikowsky's
famous Symphony No. 6 in B minor.
This was followed by the "Air for
the G String" and the prelude to
"The Meistersingers" by Wagner.
As a feature of the program,
Margaret O'Connell, soprano, rendered in beautiful voice the "Panis
Angelicus" (O Bread of Angels),
by Franck, accompanied by the or-

chestra.
The concert

was the first in a
series to be given before the faculty
and student body, and was made
possible through the cooperation of
Dr. Nikolai Sokoloff, director of the
WPA Federal Music Project for
New England. The conductor, Mr.
Braslavsky, is a graduate of the
Maitre de Philosophie
Royal Academy of Music, Vienna,
Francis Fallon, '38 and for the past few seasons has
Le Comte
Thomas Dolan, '39 lectured at the Boston Museum of
Coville
John McLaughlin, '37 Fine Arts.
Tailor, servants

The argument of the play is ambition. M. Jourdain, upon acquiring world wealth, determines to be-

artificial cultivation, and succeeds in making
himself thoroughly ridiculous.
come a gentleman by

A survey of the freshman class'
secondary school background was
released to The Heights yesterday
by the Rev. Francis L. Archdeacon,

S.J., freshman dean.
The registration of the freshman
class shows Boston College High in
the lead, with 99 representatives.
Following Boston College High is
Boston Latin High, with 39; Boston
English High, with 37; Somerville
High, with 17; St. John's Prep.,
with 13; Cambridge High and Latin,
with 12; Medford High and Maiden

High, with 9 each; Quincy High,
with 8; Brighton High, and St.
Mary's Boys High, Lynn, with 7

each.
Six students came from each of
the following: Aldington High, Belmont High, Brockton High, High
School of Commerce, Keith Academy,
Mission High, Dorchester
St.
Boys High, Norwood High.
Clement's High, Somerville, St.
Mary's High, Waltham and Salem
High.
Five representatives came
from
Roxbury
Memorial High.
Cathedral High and Beverly High.
Each of the following schools
sent four representatives: Everett
High, Hyde Park High, Lawrence
High, Milton High, Natick High,
Newton High, and St. John's High,
No. Cambridge.
The following schools sent three
representatives: Braintree High,
Brookline High, Dedham High,
Lowell High. Marlboro High, Lynn
English High, Watertown High and

Winthrop High.
Sixteen High schools sent two
representatives each and 44 High
Schools have one representative.
According to localities the regis-

tration is as follows:
Greater Boston
Suburban Boston
The rest of Massachusetts
New Hampshire
Rhode Island

Connecticut
Maine
New York
Naples, Italy

224
129
102
4
3
3
1
1
1

SPANISH ACADEMY
READS SPANISH NEWS

r&lhiona.lrlu dotted
Howard
Full Dress and Tuxedos
i

There is a definite vogue for "midnight blue"
(which appears blacker than black in the
night light) Tuxedos and Full Dress. Handsomely trimmed with lustrous satin or rich
grosgrain lapels. For that affair..better be attired in a style-inspired Howard evening suit.

"Tux"

or

J[g)@

Tails

Backless Dress Vest

Although the members of the
Spanish Academy are all regular
readers of The Heights, they also
find it convenient to keep abreast
of the times by looking into American Spanieh Dailies every now and

$
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then.

this Occasion

BITUNS

is

M. Jourdain

the top of the
victory over E.

Radio Club Chats with Jamaica Freshman Class
While Students Ignore Activity Are From 102
High Schools

night.

House in Library

In«.

125 SUMMER ST., BOSTON

One of the most important events
during- the academy's weekly meetings is the perusal of several Spanish newspapers, imported for the
purpose by Mr. Frederick S. Con.
lin, academy director.

603 WASHINGTON ST.

Bet. Avery and Boyliton St».
New York
Providence

Brooklyn

Boston

43 TREMONT STREET

Jamaica, L. I.
Jersey City

Near Scollay Square
Philadelphia

Newark

Pittsburgh
Syraouaa

'

